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Staff questions 
sick day policy 
BY KATIE MASLANKA 
Assistant News Editor 
Janitor Walter Magee has 
worked the third shift in 
Williams Hall for 12 years, 
cleaning every classroom, com-
puter lab and hallway in the 
building while most students are 
asleep in their dorms. His work of-
ten goes unnoticed, he said, and it's 
hard work. 
" You never get used to it," he 
said. 
So when Magee needed to use 
a sick day because h is aunt died 
in September, he didn't think he 
would have a problem taking 
time off. However, Magee said 
that after he took the day off, his 
supervisor told him that he 
would be receiving a letter of 
warning for misusing his medical 
leave. That conversation oc-
curred Sept. l 0, and Magee is sti11 
waiting for his letter. 
of the custodial staff who have ex-
pressed discontent about the 
treatment they are receiving from 
their supervisors. 
According to Magee and oth-
er members of the custodial staff 
who requested to remain anony-
mous, employees are routinely be-
ing questioned or even repri-
manded by their superiors after us-
ing their medical leave for what 
they say are legitimate reasons. 
When janitor Ian Yaeger broke 
his elbow three months ago, he took 
two weeks off to recover before at-
tempting to return to his duties 
cleaning the Center for Natural Sci-
ences and the Health Center. 
But Yaeger got sick before he 
could go back to his job, and took 
off another sick day to recuperate. 
What he didn't expect was a letter 
from his supervisor informing him 
that he had abused his sick time. 
Yaeger said the letter in-
formed him that he needed to ac-
crue 16 hours of sick leave with-
in the next three months before he 
could take another sick day. He 
said he has not seen a similar rule 
applied to secretaries, mainte-
nance staff or faculty members. 
According to the college's 
employee handbook, employees 
get eight hours, or the equivalent 
of one work day, for medical leave 
each month and can accumulate 
unused hours over a period of time. 
Sam Lapp, a facilities services 
supervisor, said he encourages the 
people he supervises to accrue at 
least 16 hours to have for emer-
gency purposes. However, there 
is no mention in the handbook of 
a requirement to accrue a specifi ed 
amount of medical leave. 
'The UDlic.f JJOISY aill:)"Slllll!!I tbllt 
employees must have a doctor 's 
note if they are absent from work 
for three or more consecutive 
days. 
However, one janitor said he was 
out of work for on]y two days af-
ter adjusting to side affects of new 
medication when he was questioned 
by his supervisor and asked to sup-
ply a doctor's note. 
Lapp said he considers a doc-
tor 's note a legitimate excuse. 
"If they bring a doctor's note in, 
I don't touch them," Lapp said. "I'm 
not a doctor. I can't tell you you 
can't be sick. You' re good to go." 
But some employees said they 
have been getting mixed messages 
See EMPLOYERS, page 4 
Freshmen favor 
speech limitations 
JOE PASTER! /THE ITHACAN 
ACTIVIST BAY BUCHANAN 
caused controversy in April 
2002. Some students demand-
ed that her speech be. called a 
bias related incident because 
of its conservative content. 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
Senior Writer 
Only 15 percent of Ithaca Col-
lege freshman think college offi-
cials have the right to prevent peo-
ple with radical views from 
speaking on campus, but 65 percent 
said the college should prohibit 
racist and sexist speech on campus, 
according to the results of the fresh-
man attitude survey, which were re-
leased last week. 
The survey is given to the in-
coming-freshmen class at orienta-
tion each summer to measure 
opinions on a variety of issues, 832 
students and 772 parents 
responded. 
Fifty-fi ve percent of male 
See SURVEY, page 4 
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STUDENT TRUSTEE JUNIOR Syrena Shirley, left, talks with faculty trustee Steven Mauk, center, 
and staff trustee Arlene Dende, right, before the board of trustees meeting Wednesday. 
Trustees discuss future 
Board to evaluate college's financial situation 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
New s Editor 
Ithaca College's highest gov-
erning body arrived on campus 
Wednesday to begin to discuss the 
college's financial situation for the 
next academic year. 
The board of trustees ' budget 
committee will set parameters, 
which will guide the budget the 
board approves in February. 
Based on that budget the board 
will determine the cost of an Itha-
ca College education for next 
year. In the 2003-2004 budget, 90 
percent of the college's ,income 
came from student monies. 
Carl Sgrecci, vice president of 
finance and administration, said 
his office has developed broad pa-
rameters to share with the audit 
and finance committee and get its 
reaction in order to compose the 
final budget recommendation . 
He said he is not able to share 
the recommendations at this time. 
"We don't talk about any pa-
rameters until we actually put the 
budget together and get their ap-
proval in February," he said. 
When setting the parameters is-
sues such as tuition and room and 
board fees are a strong consider-
ation, as are faculty and staff 
salaries, he said. 
The college looks closely at tu-
ition and fees at similar colleges 
when crafting parameters, 
Sgrecci said. 
Though the college has been 
attracting students with higher 
SAT scores and is beginning to 
move into a different category of 
schools, the board is unlikely to sig-
nificantly raise tuition to reflect that 
increased status, he said. 
"At least at this point in our 
budget planning process we 
don' t see this as being the year, 
where we would try to close that 
gap," Sgrecci said. 
Because tuition and fees pro-
vide such a large percent of the 
college's income, the college 
must measure cost to students and 
the ability to offer service. 
"We have to try to do the bal-
ancing, in terms of trying to gen-
erate enough income to meet the 
needs of delivering our services 
to you, the students," Sgrecci 
said. 
Conversations with faculty, 
staff and the Office of Human Re-
sources are taken into considera-
tion when setting salaries that 
need to be competitive on a re-
gional and national level, he 
said. 
"Ultimately sometimes there is 
a difference between what we can 
do and what we should do and that 
is where the rubber meets the road 
and the budget committee has to 
make some difficult decisions," 
Sgrecci said. 
The board will remain on cam-
pus through today and will also 
receive an update on the campus 
master plan by architecture firm 
Sasaki Associates, said Nancy 
Pringle, college attorney and 
secretary to the board of 
trustees. 
The master plan is the col-
lege 's long-term vision for the 
physical development of .the 
campus. 
The 23-member board is 
composed of alumni, one facul-
ty, one staff and one student 
trustee. 
The board meets three times 
each year to chart the path for the 
college. Approving the college's 
budget and setting the cost of tu-
ition are two of the board 's most 
important functions. 
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c....---r~MANDING TO BE HEARD 
Journalist was killed by al-Qaida leader 
U.S. investigators have concluded that Wall Street Jour-
nal reporter Daniel Pearl was slain by Khalid Sheik Mo-
hammed, the senior al-Qaida leader believed to be the mas-
termind of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, sources fa-
miliar with the case said Tuesday. 
Although Mohammed has long been suspected of play-
ing a direct role in Pearl 's kidnapping and death - and 
was named .by two Pakistani defendants as the actual 
killer more than a year ago - U.S. officials have said 
previously that they did not have enough evidence to con-
firm those allegations. 
But two U.S. officials said Tuesday that new informa-
tion obtained in recent months has confirmed that Mo-
hammed personally slit the reporter 's throat with a knife 
in January 2002. 
Iran agrees to nuclear inspections 
After talks with three European fore ign ministers, Iran 
agreed Tuesday to temporarily suspend enriching and re-
processing uranium and to allow more aggressive in-
spections of its nuclear facilities to end the international 
dispute over its suspected nuc1ear weapons program. 
ANDREA BRUCE WOODALL!THE WASHINGTON POST 
PROTESTERS GATHER OUTSIDE the Ali ~ayaa mosque in Baghdad after a cleric, Moqtada Sadr, was 
In a joint statement with Britain, France and Germany, 
the Iranians pledged " full cooperation" with the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency to deal with all of its con-
cerns about Iran 's nuclear development activities. 
If carried out, the agreement would head off a con-
frontation between Iran and the U.N. agency's leading na-
tions, including the United States, which have given Tehran 
arrested and charged with directing anti-United States forces In Iraq. • 
until Oct. 31 to comply with demands that it fully disclose 
E~ucation expenses a~e on the r_ise 
The cost of higher education across the United States has 
risen more than 40 percent over the last 10 years, according 
to a study released Tuesday by the College Board. 
nonprofit group that creates the SAT. it& nuclear program and correct any violations of interna-
The study found that average tuition fees at four-year, tional law. It would also mark a diplomatic coup for the 
state-funded colleges jumped 47 percent over a 10 year- Europeans, who have pursued a policy of engagement with 
period. During the same period, tuition fees for private uni- Iran in contrast to the Bush administration's harder line 
versities rose 42 percent. . and threats of military action. • · " -
The annual report "Trends in College Pricing" said that 
a decline in state funding, endowments and fund.:.raising 
has contributed to soaring tuition costs at four-year pub-
The trend in climbing costs has sparked an effort by law- Suspension of enrichment was one of three' conditions the·•. 
makers to put an _end to steep tuition increases. ministers have laid down before arriving here early Tuesday · 
~ep. Howard P. "Buck" McKeon, R-Calif., introduced morning on their one-day mission. Iran also agreed to com'" · 
a bill last week th1:1-t ~ould hold institutions accountable .. ply with international regulations by providing full informa-lic and private universities. 
"In a troubled ~omy;colleg$·am faced- •• , • . , . . . . QS. 
ing down prices w1thout sacrificing educational quality," 
said Gaston Caperton, presiden·t of the College Board, a 
News 
Briefs 
Dialogue to -address issues 
of conflict in Middle East 
A symposium discussing the obstacles and 
opportunities for establishing peace and jus-
tice in the Middle East will take place on 
Wednesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in Textor 102. 
A reception with the guest speakers will 
follow the symposium from 8:45 to 10 p.m. 
in the Klingenstein Lounge in the Campus 
Center. 
The symposium, titled "An Israeli-
Palestinian Dialogue: The Path to a Just 
Peace," will feature Professor Adnan 
Musallam from Bethlehem University in the 
West Bank and Professor Yoav Peled from 
Tel Aviv University in Israel. 
Musallam holds a doctorate from Indiana 
University and has published articles ana-
lyzing globalization, Arab identity, Islam and 
social justice, ·and nationalism and religion. 
He teaches history and cultural studies at 
Bethlehem University. 
Peled earned his doctorate from Univer-
sity of California and has ~o-authored five 
books inc1uding "The Dynamics of Multi-
ple Citizenship," which was published last 
year. He teaches political science at Tel Aviv 
University. 
Both speakers are members of Faculty for 
Israeli Palestinian Peace, which is co-spon-
soring the symposium along with the 
politics department, the Office of the Provost, 
the Office of International Programs, and the 
Qivision of Interdisciplinary Studies. 
Student anti-abortion group 
'to host week of programs 
Ithaca College Students for Life will rec-
ognize "Celebrate Life Week," starting 
_.; Monday with a display and two speakers. 
Randall Terry, founder of Operation 
Rescue, an anti-abortion activism group, will 
discuss his experience as an activist on Tues-
day at 7:30 p.m. in Textor 103; · · · 
Terry, who has been arrested more ·than 
40 times and spent more than a yeat' in ptisori, 
has-appeared on "60 Minutes," '~Nightline," 
"MeetThe·Press," "Oprah" and "Donahue," 
as well' as other media outlets in America and • 
around the ' world. 
Chris Fadden-Fitch, an executive com-
mittee member of Feminists for Life of New 
York, will speak on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
in Textor 103. 
She is the central New York area's coun-
selor for the childcare exchange program Au 
Pair in :America and has recently returned 
from a humanitarian trip to South Africa with 
the program and the American Institute for 
Foreign Study. 
In addition, on Monday and Tuesday, the 
Genocide Awareness Project will be dis-
played on the academic quad. The display 
involves pictures that frame abortion as geno-
cide and invite discussion on the issue. The 
"I Choose Life" flag will fly in front of the 
Campus Cente: . 
Alumnus and TV producer 
will hold screening and talk 
Film producer Fred Bemer, '74, will 
- screen his independent film "Speak" on Sat-
urday at 2 p.m. in the Park Hall auditorium. 
Berner is a graduate of the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications and producer of 
such films as "Pollock," about the abstract 
expressionist painter Jackson Pollock. 
After the screening Bemer will hold a dis-
cussion along with John Roman, producer 
of the television series "Law and Order: 
Criminal Intent;" and Liz Manne, president 
of the independent production company 
Duopoly. 
Berner is co-executive producer of 
"Law and Order: Criminal Intent." His oth-
er film producing efforts include "The 
Great White Hype," "Straight Talk" and 
"Miss Firecracker." 
For more information contact Janice Levy, 
associate professor ~nd chairwoman of the 
Source: L.A. Times and the Washingtort 'Pb'st ·tt:eWs"servtc·~·- · 
department of cinema and photography, at 
· 274-3643 orjlevy@ithaca.edu. . . . ., 
Piano recital 'to celebrate 
music-of Sergei' Prokofiev 
• .• _,. ' • ! 
A piano· recital celebrating the music of 
composer Sergei Prokofiev will be held on 
Monday at 8: 15 p.m. in the Hockett Fami-
ly Recital Hall in the James J. Whalen Cen- · 
ter for Music. Charis Dimaras, assistant pro-
fessor of music performance and coordina-
tor of collabor;ative studies at the music 
school, will present the concert. 
The program will feature solo piano 
works as well as vocal and instrumental 
chamber music. Violinist Rebecca Ansel 
and soprano Linda Larson will assist 
artists. 
Dimaras has frequently performed as a 
soloist with orchestras as well as in solo 
and chamber music concerts throughout 
Europe and the United States. H~ has ap-
peared with the Greek National Sympho-
ny Orchestra, the Sofia Philharmonic Or-
chestra, and the MAY Hungarian Sym-
phony Orchestra. 
Cornell's Johnson museum 
hosts new artist in residence 
Artist Stephen Hendee is in residence at the 
Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art at Cornell 
University until Nov. 7 in order to install his 
show "Stephen Hendee: Iron Skies," which 
will be on view at the museum from Nov. 8 
to Jan. -4. 
In his work, Hendee creates new archi-
tectural spaces within museum galleries that 
are both sculptures and walk-in environments. 
On Nov. 6 at 5: 15 p.m., Hendee will give 
a public lecture. Curator Andrea Inselmann 
will lead a tour of the installation as part of 
the museum's Art for Lunch series on Nov. 
13 at 12 p.m. 
In conjunction with the exhibition, Cornell 
Cinema will screen several science fiction films 
in November and December, including ''Star 
Wars," "Silent Running" and films by David 
Cronenberg. 
CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to cor-
rect all errors of fact Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Katie Moore 
at 27 4-3207. 
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"Can I see some ID?" 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
KIM OLSEN USES ID verification equipment at Moonshadows Tavern to examine a drivers license photo as she makes sure 
senior Jaime-Lyn Gaudet, senior Kim Brown and Craig Miller are old enough to enter. 
Bars try to. halt fake IDs 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Special Projects Manager 
During a Senior Week event at the Bear 
Lodge Ithaca College students were lined 
up at the door to get in. The doorman 
glanced at each ID, then at the student in 
front of him. After a second -check of the 
ID, he handecl it back and nodded the stu-
dent into· the bar. Three or four students 
· down the line, the doonnan didn't even both-
er to take a second glance at a man's ID be-
fore confiscating the fake license. 
"What are you doing?" ~ked the 
e doorman sunp y porn sign. 
so that they can switch between them or have 
backups if one is confiscated. 
The Office of Public Safety confiscates 
more than l 00 fake IDs each academic year, 
said Assistant Director Norm Wall. And of 
the 100-200 cases the Office of Judicial Af-
fairs deals with each year almost none deal 
with repeat offenders, said Director 
Michael Leary. 
Profesaioaal fOl'l9"Y VL bGmz ade . 
Most of the fakes Hunt sees are profes-
sionally made. He said in some of the bigger. 
cities, students can easily buy "novelty_iden-
"All fake IDs will be confiscated," and But if the- student is willing to pay 
reached for the ID of the next person in line. enough, he said, there are always.coinpanies 
The young man hissed with annoyance, but who will put the right features on the right 
walked down the street. r ID. The going rate for a professionally made 
Preventing sales to underage people is the - ID runs anywhere from $40 to $100. 
biggest challei:ige bar owners in a a,llege . . "Most of the students are not sitting in their 
town face, said Timothy Hu,;it; CEOofl'm dorm rooms making these. They're buying 
Smart of Central New York, which provides them professionally.,_,,, be said. , . 
training for bars, restaurants, clubs and oth- Those students making • own 'fakes. 
er businesses where alcohol is sold or con- are having a harder time, Hunt said, despite 
sumed. He said more students are turning the vast number of resources and templates ..., 
to fake IDs as laws regulating underage on the Internet. To successfully duplicate 
drinking have become stricter. most state IDs, students would need to have 
"As more and more pressure is being put examined a lot of IDs and have near-pro-
on the off-campus parties, students are now · f essional skill~ he sai~. 
moving back to the bars," Hunt said. "Basi-
cally, it's become easier and safer for stu&nts 
to drink in the bars with fake IDs than it has 
been to have their off-campus parties." 
Sean, a junior, has had a fake ID since 
he was 17. In total, he's had about 10 IDs. 
Some were fake and some were real ones 
borrowed from people who look like him. 
Sean said he has had IDs confiscated, but 
it hasn't been a deterrent. 
Not only are more students using fake IDs, 
Hunt said, most have more than one on them 
Can I see some ID? 
Bear Lodge owner Steve Burun; a former 
police officer, instituted a policy that all fake 
IDs be immediately confiscated. And if a cus-
tomer is uncooperative when the ID is tak-
en, the police are called. 
Burun said each doorman trains for three 
months with an experienced bouncer before 
even being allowed to touch an ID, and then 
trains for an additional month or two before 
working unsupervised. 
Almost every bar has an ID-checking 
guide, a basic tool that has photographs and 
security f~ture descriptions for every 
form of identification, Hunt said. Some of 
the more high tech tools used are black lights 
to look for the ultraviolet seals and evidence 
of tampering, retro-reflective viewers to look 
for security laminate embedded with tam-
per-obvious glass beads, and scanners to 
n,ad t11e ban::odes on _t11e back o1 Jiamses 
"Bw,y-time the bouncers get savvy to [a 
trick], they find ways to get around it," he said 
He said .the most common method is us-
ing someone else'sJD~. 
that method As patrons enter the bar, a com-
plex monitoring system allows the bounc-
ers to get a good look•at the person's face 
right next to their license photo. 
Finding the fake 
Public Safety officers might find fake IDs 
on campus or discover them during room 
checks. Sometimes they have the ID presented 
to them dmiPg a traffic stop pr other incident. 
Wall said most ,._._IQ obvious that 
the officer can easily recogni7,e them. Stu-
dents' names are automatically run 
through a database for basic infonnation like 
date of birth, so officers have enough in-
formation to discover even the best fakes. 
Most cases of possessing or manufactur-
ing fake IDs are handled through the college 
judicial system, Wall said, although they can 
also be handled off campus. Leary said. a 
charge of ~ion of false identification car-
ries a sanction of disciplinary probation and 
participation in an educational program. 
Wall said the consequences of a forgery 
charge on a criminal record could range from 
increased car insurance to ineligibility for jobs 
and difficulty getting hired for any job. 
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Alcoholic drinks delivered 
to underage students 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
. Special Projects Manager 
Six students gathered in a sophomore's 
Hood Hall double to watch the 
Yankees/Red Sox game Oct. 14. They 
cheered on the Yankees and waited for the 
food they had ordered. 
During the top of the fifth inning, a stu-
dent answered a knock at the door. The de-
liveryman passed her an extra large cheese 
pizza and a brown paper bag containing six 
bottles of Coors, counted his money and left 
without ever asking for identification. 
Some pizzerias in Ithaca have been de-
livering alcohol to underage students on 
campus. 
Mark Anderson, public information officer 
for the State Liquor Authority, said business-
es with liquor licenses have the obligation to 
ensure that underage people are not obtaining 
alcohol. 
"They can make such a delivery, but it 
must be accompanied with a food delive " 
he said ''They'~ . 
to check IDs as though that sale were oc-
curring at ~ licensed premises." 
Junior Shawn Fenton, 21, said he has been 
orderi beer since his so homore ear. A 
sai ogan's Corner asked for 
identification on the phone, and would card 
upon delivery every time - until the de-
liverymen became familiar with the residents. 
"It's more :expensive with the deliveiy 
charge," he said. "But you get to sit back on 
the couch and order." 
Fenton said that as a freshman, he had 
friends who would use an acquaintance's 
home number and address to order food and 
alcohol from various places, then hike up fium 
their dorm rooms to sit outside and wait 
With the cooperation of the offices of Pub-
lic Safety and Judicial Affairs, underage edi-
tors from The Ithacan obtained alcohol from 
two different .locations: Napoli Piu.eria and 
The Nines. Other delivery services were called 
but either do not deliver alcohol at all or would 
not deliver it to campus. 
None of the students were asked to provide 
identification for any of the transactions upon 
delivery, although during the ordering call, The 
Nines asked a student if she had ID. 
Mark Kielmann, owner of The Nines, re-
membered the delivery because he was the 
one who took the order. 
"I specifically told the driver to card the 
person, and I did ask the person to have an · 
ID ready," he said. "I guess it was a mis.take 
on the part of the delivery person." 
Emilio Sposito, owner of NapoJi Pizzeria, 
said his deliverymen are required to card on 
all deliveries - even if the person looks old-
er than 21. 
·· ~•1 didn't know about that," he said when 
told that students were not being carded. 
Both owners said they would be rein-
forcing policy with their deliverymen. 
The initial sanction for serving to minors 
is a $3,000 fine, with subsequent offenses re-
sulting in increased fines or a loss of license, 
Anderson said. 
The fines have been a deterrent for the new 
management of Rog~ 's Comer, which used 
to deliver alcohol with its food orders. Own-
er Brian Carvill said he and his business part-
ner decided it wasn't worth it to deliver beer 
after hearing about a fine the previous own-
ers received last spring. 
"Sooner or later, someone who's deliver-
ing beer is going to end up in a lawsuit," Carvill 
said. "It's inevitable." 
, I 
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Employers contend that policy is fair Survey shows gender gap 
Continued from page 1 
about medical leave from their su.: 
pervisors. 
One janitor who cleans an aca-
demic building, but asked that his 
name not be printed, said he 
thinks his supervisors are saying, 
"You have it, but we don't really 
want you to use it." 
Supervisors said that the college 
has had a problem with some em-
ployees using too many sick days. 
Lapp, who supervises more than 40 
third shift employees, said he expe-
rienced a period of six months 
where the people under his supervi-
sion used a combined 3,000 hours of 
sick leave . 
Lapp said there are some people 
who look at their medical leave as 
vacation time rather than as an op-
tion to be used when they fall ill. 
The difficulty lies in determin-
ing when staff members have 
abused their sick leave, Lapp said. 
"[The employee manual] says 
you can't abuse sick time. Well, 
what is 'abuse of sick time'?" .he 
said. "I've been here five·years now, 
and I don't have a definition." 
Both Lapp and Martha Turnbull, 
director of human resources, said that 
that the best way to determine if em-
ployees are abusing their medical 
leave is to look for a regular pattern 
in their absences over a period of sev-
eral months. 
Some staff members who do not 
use their sick leave regularly have 
expressed concern that they are not 
being compensated for the hours 
they are accumulating. 
"The problem right now is 
there's really no incentiv~ to save 
. · --
the time," Lapp said. 
Tun Shutts, a facilities seivices su-
pervisor and representative on the 
college's staff council, suggested pay-
ing employees for half the amount 
of hours they accrue by the time they 
retire as a possible solution. 
Another janitor who cleans an 
academic building and requested to 
remain anonymous said that many 
times, other employees take med-
ical leave when they are not actu-
ally sick and place an unfair 
aq10unt of work on other people 
working the same shift. 
She added that her bosses do not 
physically help when the workforce 
is stretched thin, and they don't rec-
ognize the stresses of having to do 
the work of more than one person. 
"They don't have. to go out here 
and do our job and know how hard 
it is," she said. 
Lapp agreed that having a large 
number of missing employees cre-
ated a problem for workers. · 
"If we have three or four peo-
ple missing from a staff, that'd be 
like a football team or any kind of 
a team losing four or five 
starters," he said. 
When employees use medical 
leave in a way that their bosses con-
sider abusive, they first receive ver-
bal notifcation from their immedi-
ate supervisors. Both Lapp and 
Shutts said they make sure to 
speak to all employees who are in 
danger of further punishment for 
their actions. 
Next, employees receive letters 
informing them of their misuse of 
medical leave. 
If staff members continue to 
misuse sick leave, they receive an-
other_ writte~ warning, as well as 
several days' suspension without 
pay. Finally, if the pattern of abuse 
continues, the employee is termi-
nated from the coilege. 
Shutts said the questioning of em-
ployees was not meant to make life 
difficult, but to encourage them to be 
considerate of their co-workers. 
Lapp also said that this wasn't an 
attempt to be unfair to employees. 
"I don't think what we're doing 
is 'mean,'" he said. "Basically, 
we're just asking them to show up 
to work. That's basically the bottom 
line." 
But Yaeger, .Magee and other 
employees are still dissatisfied 
with being questioned for what they 
consider normal sick leave. 
"They have to stop treating us 
like children," Yaeger said. 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
FACILITIES ATTENDANT IAN 
Yaeger cleans a lab in the Center 





Continued from page 1 
students agreed with prohibiting 
racist and sexist speech, a de-
cline of · 6 percent, but female 
students showed a 5 percent in-
crease, with 71 percent agreeing 
with a prohibiton. 
Sharon Policello, director of 
first year programs and orienta-
tion, said that, though respons-
es to the ·question showed a 
wider gender gap than last 
y~ar's, this year's gender gap 
more. closely resembles the 
overall trend of recent years. 
Broken down by school, the 
highest percentage of students 
agreeing with prohibiting racist and 
sexist speech were in the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications. 
Sixty-eight percent agreed, a fig-
ure that surprised Policello. 
"This year's communications 
responses were a bit different," she 
said of the survey results. 
Freshman journalism major 
A_nna Uhls said she was surprised 
that communications majors were 
in favor of a prohibition, since she 
believes most journalists are sup-
portive of the freedom of speech. 
· She said the college adminis-
tration should not . interfere with 
radical views on campus an.d 
should only get involved if some-
one is going to get hurt. 
However, she said, "It's not an 
acceptable thing to have on 
campus, and we should try to lim-
it it as much as possible." 
Freshman television and radio 
major Ram Calley said tie thinks 
the issue is complicated because 
. . students would be upset if the col-
lege_ tried to · limit political 
speech, but that hate speech is 
different. 
"I'm surprised that 68 percent 
of [communications] students 
agreed with prohibiting speech, but 
on the grounds that it's hateful 
speech, I'm not surprised," he said. 
The statement, "Just be-
cause a man thinks that woman 
'led him on' entitles him to have 
sex with her" also resulted in a 
sizable gender gap, with 1.2 per-
cent of females and 8 percent of 
males agreeing with the 
statement. 
Policello said she thinks more 
conversation should happen on 
campus regarding the gender gap. 
"Is [the reason for the differ-
ence] just so obvious that we 
don't talk about it?" she said. 
Policello said her office distrib-
utes the survey results to professors 
of first-year seminars, faculty ad-
visers at summer orientation and 
members of the Residential Life 
staff in an attempt to raise aware-
ness of trends in student opinion. 
"I like people to see this as a 
discussion tool," Policello said. 
Sixty-two percent of students 
agreed that colleges have the right 
to control the behavior of students, 
representing a 9 percent decrease 
from last year and a return to nor-
mal rates from previous years. 
The·survey's results indicated a 
slightly conservative shift in female 
attitudes, wi.th a 7 percent decrease 
in the number of first-:year 
women who believe . abortion 
should be legal aqd a 3 percent.in-
crease in those who agree that a 
married woman's activities are best 
confined to home and family. 
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Studen~s help to blaze 
national campaign trail 
BY KELLY O'BRIEN get as many students as possible registered 
Staff Writer to vote. 
"I think everybody should be involved in 
When senior Joy Langley was five years politics because if you're not involved 
old, she decided she would be the first woman you 're giving up_your choice," Ball said. 
president. When she was nine, her mother had This is Ball's first political campaign and 
her distributing pamphlets for political candi- he said it's been "pretty exciting." 
dates in her home state of Washington. "I feel like I'm actually doing something, 
"Politics is just something my family which is nice," he said. "I didn't really do 
always talked about," Langley said. anything in the last election and I'm kind of 
Now a politics major in her fourth year at bitter at myself for that." 
Ithaca, Langley's political involvement has He's not the only one who felt that way. 
only grown. Since the 1980s, voters between the ages 
And she's not alone. In addition to the of 18 and 25 have been exercising their 
Ithaca College Democrats, of which right less and less, a trend that is only 
Langley is a member, there are the Ithaca recently starting to change, according to 
College Republicans and the newly formed the U.S. Census Bureau. . 
Students for Dean group that are out to According to a survey conducted by the 
foster political interest and awareness on Harvard Institute of Politics, 21 percent of 
,campus, something Langley fully supports. college students said they have participat-
"It's not enough to show up and vote," ed in politics, up from 7 percent in 2002. 
she said. "You have to educate." And the surge in political activism is not 
And that is precisely what is going on limited to the left. 
here and at colleges across the country. Junior Bo Jeffries has been an active mem-
Although IC Democrats is still getting on its ber of IC Republicans since his freshman 
feet this year, the Students for Dean group is year. Though Jeffries' family has always been 
off and running. active in local politics, he said he didn't get 
Howard Dean, one of the leading candi- . involved until college. 
dates for the Democratic presidential nomina- Last year alone, Jeffries said he did 
tion, has been garnering a great deal of everything from standing on street corners 
attention for his large grassroots campaign. waving signs and shouting to organizing 
Part of that campaign is recruiting college-age . debates on campus in an effort to get 
adv~ates through a nationwide organization Republican Mike Sigler elected for the 
called Students For Dean. 125th District Assembly seat. 
Senior Jeffrey Ball is responsible for set- "We poured our heart and soul into that 
ting up the Ithaca College chapter of the orga- campaign," he said, "and we got squashed." 
nization. He said he heard about Dean last It's difficult to be a Republican in such a 
March when the IC Democrats were manning heavily Democratic an:a, Jeffries said. 
a Campus Center table to spread information "We're trying to swing the political pen-
about his campaign. dulum to the right a little bit more ... some-
After getting involved with the campaign · how," he said. 
this summer, -Ball decided to start an on- One of the ways thaf that IC Republicans 
campus group. Its two primary goals, Ball is trying to do that is through events like 
said, are to get Dean's name out th~re and September's National Conservative 
KERRI BICKLE/THEITHACAN 
SOPHOMORES GRACE CAROLLO, Zoe Paolantonio and.senior Sarah Whiting talk 
strategy at the Students for Dean meeting Tuesday night. · 
Awareness Week. 
With lectures, presentations and even 
the opportunity to throw a pie at a 
• Republican, the club is trying to gather 
. support for its cause. 
Like Ball, Jeffries said he thinks it's very 
important to register students to vote. 
"We're going to have drives to register 
students to vote locally," he said. "It's really 
important for students to get involved in 
campaigns." 
While Langley may liot agree with Jeffries 
about everything, she does agree that students 
can be a crucial part of a campaign. 
•~Students bring a campaign energy," she 
said. ''The people that work on campaigns are 
little old ladies and union laborers. Student 
energy can complement that." 
Langley said she thinks investing her time 
ande~ in political campaigns will pay off. 
"Practically speaking, it can give you 
vital connections for your future," she said. 
"It can get you your first big job." 
Langley spent the last two weeks of the 
2002 Senate race in South Dakota as a field 
organizer for the Democratic incumbent, 
Sen. Tim Johnson. 
"It was a power trip, " she said. "You start 
working with people who've been in the biz 
their entire lives." 
If things continue the way Langley 
expects them to, she'll eventually be one of 
those people. And that's just fine with her. 
"I look at politics like some people l_ook at 
math," she said. "For me, it just makes sense." 
As much she loves politics, however, 
Langley said she doesn't think that a career 
in politics is for everyone. . 
"UnJt,ss you know you can commit your-
self, don't," she said. "Those wanting to be 
president should decide at five and live their 
lives accordingly." 
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Students with-olf~ampus jObS'\ 
cash in when classes let out· 
BY ANN HARENDA 
Staff Writer 
After hitting the books, sophomore Rebecca . 
Borowski catches a ride to Wegmans, where she 
works in the produce department. 
Though coordinating a ride downtown can be a has-
sle, she hopes to use the money she earns at her off 
campusjob to buy a car next summer. 
Borowski works both in the produce department at 
Wegmans and on campus in ·the library's multimedia 
center, and is just one of countless students that are 
vital to the functioning of the local economy. 
Jean McPheeters, president of · the Tompkins 
County Chamber of Commerce, ·said student employ-
ees have a significant impact on local business. 
"I don't think we could run our economy locally 
without them," she said. · · 
McPheeters said the number of students employed 
in the Ithaca community makes the unemployment 
rate artificially lo·w. She said the Ithaca area usually has 
the lowest unemployment rat~ in the state. 
"This can be negative because it prevents us from 
getting some federal and ·state funding, but it is a posi-
tive because it makes people think the economy is 
booming," she said. · ; . 
Local businesses are receptive · to college student 
employees. ·· 
"In general, we've had a reaUy good experience with 
the students," sa_id Gary Woloszyn, store manager at 
Wegmans. "They have a certain energy level and 
excitement that they bring to our environment," he 
said. · · · 
- Woloszyn said'tha~ most of the students working at 
Wegmans h~ve grown up-in -the .Ithaca area, worked 
there during their high school· years and continued 
their employment through college. 
Because college students have other responsibilities 
beyond work, they often ~uire flexibility in their jobs. 
Borowski said Wegmcl;nS has been understanding 
about her time restrictions. · ·. · 
"I gave them my availability , and -they are pretty . 
good about working around it," she said. 
Borowski said that since she began working in the 
end of September, she has never had to worlc past 9 
p.m., even though Wegmans is open 24 hours. 
Despite the minor inconveniences presented by 
scheduling conflicts and transportation, working off 
campus allows students to earn more m~:mey. · · 
Senior Katie Kokoszki works off campus at Staples. 
She said that she chose to leave her previous on campu~ 
job in the mail center in order to earn more money. 
"I get more hours at Staples, as well;" she.-said. 
Besides earning more money, Kokoszki ~id anoth-
er advantage _of off campus employment is the.oppor- -· 
tunity to spend more time downtown. 
Though local businesses don't necessarily target 
college students when recruiting, the stnd,ents find out 
about many job openi_ngs by word of mouth. 
Wegµians doesn't usually market job~ toward col-
lege students, but Woloszyn said that they are always 
welcome. 
Sandro Miron ti, store manager of Tops, said that the 
store usually looks to hire college students. 
"We've had a great experience with college stu-
dents," she said. "Part of the reason is because in many 
cases, students that do come and look for work are usu-
ally students that have worked in this type of setting in 
their hometown - -they already have experience in 
. customer service-and the tasks they will be doing.''.~ 
"In this area, it's quite often that we don't have-a lot or 
. students who are looking for work," said Mi!onti. _"We, 
are always looking for more college students though." _:' 
Mironti said she understands that college courses 
create a heav·y and time consuming workload for stu-
oenis that makes it difficult to handle a job as well. 
· "They are responsible for their w_ork," she said. 
They're not a 16-year-old person who lives at home 
and doesn't come to W<>rk if they don't feel like it. 
·Co Hege students are more· mature - they' re in th~ ·: _-, 
adultenvironment." - '• . . ~ . .,, ... ~. CARLY CHAMBERl:.INJ:l}iE:ITHACAN.; 
SENIOR ERIN GARWOOD scans ite'mifat a cash register while :. 
she works at Wegmans on Wednesday evening-. ·Garwood i's one I 
(jf tnany·sJ~~l!-~ho c_hoose to wprfc off c~pu_~< · . · _ : • , •. j 
Assistant News Editor Katie Mo.ore contributed to this . #ory. . . . . . . , 
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_ Advising for registration for.- the spring_-2004 semes-
ter takes place from ~tober22nd-31st. Please· 
maket~,n appointment with your adviser to discuss 
y~11r course -needs··for the·u_pcoming semester. 
Dana InternshF 
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; ·~ BY KAITLIN MCCARTHY tory with national history. The Dewitt His~ 
Contributing Writer . torical Society·willalso work with the mid.;. 
----~ --------- dle school to show the students artifacts and 
Under a program established by a graniio.fth'llca College Anew program will bring studen'5 outof 4evelop projects and activities, said Zenon 
from the Charles A. Dana Foundation;,?!Jii!fc!x.fi!ia.({:IY: __ iO . . the classroom aqd into th~-co~nity to Wasyliw, associate -professor of history. 
Ithaca Coll eve students each year- both--su_, mme. __ r and acade~~-. ~ siµne_ light onto the often overlooked ~ultui;es . . B~~glio smd the project provides an op-
0 · ~ · "' , , · · . .' ·of.the surrounding area: . · - ·: · portunity .for integration of learning inside 
" mic year- will be able to earn a portz1Y11·ofineir college·· - . ; .:~Bardaglio,provostandvicepresident ' and outside the community . . 
: expenses through educationally relevant:workJnternships . . .. a .. : datademic affairs, said:be hopes the lnVIS- f'The ~t.kind.ofJe~g _is accomplished 
~Work can varv, -./i.om··th~_fo, rpq,:ate wgrld_'tiisu,i!Jiner stoc~ to . . . · ibleHistoryProjectwillbreakdownthe·waUs notwhilejitting.,_~~,P_atrici~S~n~r,grant 
• J.,J' I - • -·. between the college and the SWTOUnding writer for the P,l'.O~ QDd assistant writing 
the re-search ldbilralory to ... your:c_hoice! community. - professo.~>t lf it'~ SC?met'1i'ng_ lhat'~:-interac-
·- - · " ·~ ·· -· · ·, ' L · Jeff Claus, associate professor at the Cen- tive and that you can apply to real -life." 
ter for.Teacher Education said, "We hope to The plan also includes an archival Web 
_ . engage with different sets of community and site built on work done by the film project 
' · ·.;·~ _·-.--- ~i~~:-J>artnerships to help tell .pieces of · and_an upcoming documentary on the his-
.:~:- ~~--~ ~ -unfold-or invisible histories." · · tory and current situation ofland disputes and· 
·:/;_:,·:,~:.;,:_:~_.~j:_:_. ::=:.~_:_.-- ·_;-_~_: .. · :~-.:·:· ____ -. . ✓made· -~Tlje1'= j;ro]ecJ evocallv1eded~~~~ d~umenThetary eAnv~nmen~be ~ssuthes Ithwith the Native _ __ . . _. .. ___ · '."· · ast spn~g r1:1Mmg tt on: mencan tn s m e aca a,~~- ---
1·~- ·• ,,.~ . ... • , · _ _.M;~ • Southside Stofy." Students cellaborated In addition,.two newme(~i1r~s bave-·:i~ "?'... ~ .,,_ ..... ,, .. · with filmmak~.«i Simon T.-;~~r:- been ':'.p~ • ~ ~3!1-~ euensioi\.::_of .the 
~so;~ =~1:d J:,:f~{~)~·~ f ~ -- ~ [ t r~ ' 
Cen~r. ~~{:/ : ,. ~ _:'. .. -.. -r-~"-- :.::•--.. J] dif:t11Jry:.Jiiis~i.,wou~ :;aµgh:ni;: 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: February 3, 2004 
.... :,. . ~ "" . .._, 
~~~~ 
"I've spenf a "lot ofrrty professional life_·.:;;: a teanfof nlrnfri~ers;a·media tlfeorist andi, 
trying to make curriculum have consequencf }:':,.: a Native American studies anthropologist/ 
beyond _its particular borders," Tarr said. Both courses would be open to al,lstudents.~ 
''These histories are all around us that are not . Throu~ the media arts courses;tbe .student 
seen and [we are] bringing them to life." -~fi~~~rn "rethin.Wthe'.cort_i91'Clure be-. 
In the spring of 2002, Tarr's non-fiction ;,~::-~~~~lii;i~/docum~).tudi~-~ d com-
film students worked · with the residents of::-- mllllication,''-'~tricia Zimmetmann~f,rofessor: · 
the Southside area and became involved in t>9f~~iQ.~-~ 'photo~i said~~:- 1 
their daily lives in order to better understand •.· '.,·1Mi-chael ~ Taylor, a Native · American 
and represent the ~.om_iµunity, . ., ., __ ..• studies anthropologist, will teach a course 
Students gain'e4· a ·~rsqnal pers~~µv~ ',., called "American Indian lm1:!ges on Film." 
through theifexterided involvement, aria-Jae:: Th~ _c<;>urse will focus on st~~types of Na-
ulty and a~nistrators decj~_d,l<hcteate ! · ~ tive ~ericatl§ ~ cin~a--~~Qcedby N~- ~ 
prpgram to incre~: interaction 1:fetween th~:~·, tive:Am~ricans. . ~- . - ·", - . · -,:; ·_· .. .- _ .: .· : 
· eollege and-the eommuliity. · ·': ·_:,. ':'.- : -., . These.~cl~ses are "designed to ·create an · 
The· lnVisible· History' - Project wilt · arena-in which typical subjects can be ex-
continue the.work started by the Southside plored such as stereotypes and the envirop-
documentary_ project. . ~ . ment,'' said Meg Jamieson, assistant pro- · 
The p~oject's-goal is to bring coinmuni- . ·. fessor Qf cin~ma ·and photography. · . · . · 
ty history: •into -the Dewitt Middle ·school The ultimate purpose of the In Visible His-
curriculum by ·devel~ping material--· to tory Project is to "open up new possibilities 
accompany the documentary, Bardaglio - to learn new skills and to find inside a pre-
said. . · . existing culture structure a new under-
The major theme·is to connect-locaf-his;;.: ·. standing," Jamieson s_aid. · 
' • j . ' 
II 
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Asianleader to call 
for political activism 
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
Staff Writer 
Daphne Kwok, one of the 
country's leading Asian Pacific 
American activists, will bring her 
message of the need for Asian 
American political involvement 
to campus on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge. 
Kwok, the executive director 
of the Asian Pacific American In-
stitute for Congressional Studies, 
will speak about political partic-· 
ipation and construc-
tive activism for Asian 
Americans. ~ 
"Asian Americans 
just need to get in-
volved and be seen in 
the mainstream society 
as really ~aring about 
society and our daily 
lives," she said. 
who's very knowledgeable and 
cares abo'ut the community," Lee 
said. 
For 11 years, Kwok served as 
the executive director of the Or-
ganization of Chinese Americans, 
a civil rights organization with 
more than 10,000 members. 
After testifying before the Con-
gressional Asian Pacific Caucus on 
the impact of federal counter-intel-
ligence and security investigations 
during the Wen Ho Lee investiga-
tion, Kwok was appointed as the sec-
retary of the Energy Ad-
vjsory Council. 
In 1996, Kwok 
coordinated the first 
National Asian Pacific 
American Voter Regis-
tration Campaign, 
which registered more 
than 70,000 voters. 
Larry Shinagawa, di-
rector of the center for 
the study of culture, 
KWOK 
Kwok currently 
serves on a wide range 
of boards for groups in-
cluding the Southeast _ 
race & ethnicity, said Kwok's 
speech will be a forum where peo-
ple can_ look into stereotypes and 
change perceptions. 
"I think that Daphne Kwok is an 
excellent representative of a pow-
erful Asian · American woman 
who has made major changes in the 
United States, both in the commu-
nity and at the national government 
level," Shinagawa said. 
Susan Lee, president of the 
Asian Culture Club, said she is ex-
cited about bringing Kwok to 
campus. 
"She's d~finitely someone 
Asia Resource Action Center, Na-
tional Coalition of Asian Pacific 
American Community Develop-
ment and the Asian Pacific Amer-
ican Caucus of the American 
Political Science Association. 
Kwok's honors include the 
Women at the Top of the Game 
Award in 2001 and being named 
one of the 100 Most Influential 
Asian Americans of the Past 
Decade. -
The event is sponsored by the 
Asian Culture Club and the Cen-
ter for the Study of Culture, Race . 
and ~thnicity. · 
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FRESHMAN AMANDA GULICK, right, enjoys Saturday brunch in the Campus Center dining hall 
with her mother, Krista, as part of the_ Family Weekend festivities Oct. 1 O to 12. 
Car burglaries spark investigations 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
Seven cars on campus were broken into and looted 
- within a .16-hour pepod on the weekend of Oct. 4. -
In-dash radio systems, audio equipment, book bags, 
a briefcase and a laptop computer were among the items 
stolen from the v¥ious vehicles. Investigator Laura Durl-
ing of the Office of Public Safety said that there is spec-
ulation, but no proof the break-ins were all connected. 
. On Oct. 5, Public Safety received a complaint from 
a student whose car was broken into while it was parked 
in Z~Lot The perpetrator smashed the car's window and 
stole the. stereo. 
During its investigation, Public Safety officers dis-
covered a total of five cars parked in Z-lot and two more 
in L-lor were broken into between 6 p.m. on Saturday, 
Oct. 4 and the early morning of Oct. 5. 
times we would get a series of break-ins, and then you 
may not get a series of break-ins for a couple of years," 
Durling said. 
She said perpetrators may be most likely to target 
older vehicles because of their lack of alarm systems. 
· To_ prevent future break-ins, Durling advises stu-
dents to lock their doors and store valuable items where 
• they are not visible. She also said to always check 
up on vehicles after .long periods of time. 
"That's the ·first thing-we always ask [the victim] 
w~n we have a break-in: 'When did you last park it?"' 
she said. Even a visual checkup or a parking rotation 
can help prevent break-ins, she added. 
Public Safety also stressed the community's in-
volvement in preventing car theft and larceny. 
1'W,e have seen [c~ break-ins] in the past and some-· . 
"We encourage people to -use the blue-light . 
phones," Durling said. "Obviously if glass is breaking·, 
something's happening, and you can only hope thak 
somebody's hearing that and calling that in." 
If you plan <m studying abroa~ ~uring th~ SPRING 2004, on any affiliated or 
non-affiliated program, Ithaca College requires that you complete papenNOrk, 
including a Study Abroad Approval form and Petitions for Transfer Credit, 
- prior to your departure. If this paperVvOrk is not completed, you will not be 
· able to receive credit for your study abr~d program . 
ALL STUDENTS PLANNING TO STUDY ABROA.D IN THE 
SPRING OF 2004 MUST NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF 
INTERNATIONAL PROG{Wd~ BY NOVEMBER 1, 2003. 
STUDY ABROAD PAPEFM'ORK MUST BE TURNED IN TO THE OFFICE 
OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS BY DECEMBER 12; 2003. 
All Spring 2004 study abroad students 
must attend two Study Abroad Orientation 
Sessions 
Please attend one Session A meeting 
and one Session B meeting . 
For more information, contact the Office r:/ International Prograrm 
213 MuHer Faculty Center~ 274-3306 
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Select Pub I ic Safety Log 
Incidents · 
Sept. 28 - 29 
September 28 
•V& T violation/DWI 
Location: College qrcle Road 
Summary: During a traffic stop, the officer 
arrested the driver for DWI. Officer issued 
appearance tickets for Ithaca Town Court. 
Student was transported to the Health_ 
Center. Sgt. Frederick Thomas. 
•Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: Caller reported that an intoxi-
cated person had fallen and sustained a 
cut to the head. Student was transported 
to the Health Center and judicially referred 
for alcohol policy violation. Patrol Officer 
Jerry Lewis. 
·Conduct code violation 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: One student judicially referred for 
responsibility of guest. Security Officer Aaron 
Price. 
•Conduct code violation 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Aaron Price. 
•Conduct code violation 
Location: Wood Field 
Summary: SASP reported a highly intoxi-
cated person. Student was transported to 
the Health Center and then CMC by 
ambulance. Student judicially referred for 
irresponsible use of alcohol. Patrol Officer 
Jerry Lewis. 
•CondJ.Jct code violation · 
Location: College Circle Apartment 32 
Summary: Caller reported noise complaint. 
Four students judicially referred for under- . 
-,-. 
age possession of alcohol. Patrol Officer 
Jerry Lewis. 
·Criminal tampering 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: C~ller,reported unknown per-
sons had discharged a fire extinguisher. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer Dirk 
Hightchew. 
•Making graffiti 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Officer reported unknown persons 
drew an obscene picture on the wall. . 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer Dirk 
Hightchew. 
•Assist other agency/Ithaca Police 
Department 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Ithaca Police Department 
reported they were investigating a rob-
bery/larceny that occurred on Coddington 
Road. They also requested assistance 
with two suspects in a parked vehicle in 
L-lot. Public safety officer transported the · 
two subjects to IPD for interview. The 
vehicle was towed and the two subjects 
were restricted from the college campus. 
Patrol Officer Jerry Lewis. 
•Assist other agency/Tompkins County 
Sheriff's Office 
Location: All other/Coddingto,:i Road 
Summary: Tompkins County Sheriff's Office 
requested assistance for a burglary alarm. 
Upon officer's arrtvat the front door was 
found ajar. Officer assisted TCSD with 
search of the area, and the case was turned 
over to TCSD. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
•Conduct code violation 
Location: Office of Public Safety 
1'lle c.....a u. ..... .._ o..... of lnbm ... on -r.olNt•lo1IH,. Hllfte 
w C p L UNIYIRSITY COMPUTIR POLICY AND·LAW 
. )) 
the 61G download debate 
) 
Summary: A wallet was turned in as found 
property. A fake ID was found inside. 
Student was interviewed and judicially 
referred for ·possession of fake driver's 
license. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
•Conduct code violation 
Location: Main Campus Road 
Summary: Caller reported a violation of a 
written restriction order. One student 
judicially referred for failure to comply. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
•Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Observatory 
- Summary: Officer repo(1ed unknown per-
sons left a plastic bag containing a small 
marijuana plant and drug paraphernalia 
behind. Pending investigation. Sgt. Steven 
Yaple. 
•Motor vehicle accident 
Location: All other/Chemung County 
Summary: Caller reported an MVA/PD with 
a college vehicle. Officer assisted the driver 
with completing a report in addition to the 
report taken by Chemung County Sheriff's 
Department. Sgt. Steven Yaple. 
•Reckless endangerment 
Location: Garden Apartment 25 
Summary: Officer reported hearing some-
thing that sounded like a loud explosion. 




Loeation: Terrace 7 
. Summary: SASP member reported a per-
son had passed out, sustaining injury to the · 
-face. Ambulance transported student to 
CMC. Security Officer Maria Parente. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: One student judicially referred 
for possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer 
Dirk Hightchew. 
·Computer crimes 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Caller reported computer on the 
college network sharing copyrighted files. 
One judicially referred. Investigator Thomas 
Dunn. 
•Computer crimes 
Location: .College Circle Apartment 4 
Summary: Caller reported computer on 
the college network sharing copyrighted · 
files. One judicialiy referred. Investigator 
Thomas Dunn. 
•Larceny 
Location: College Circle Lot 1 
Summary: Caller reported theft of a license 
plate from a parked vehicle. Pending inves-
tigation. Patrol Officer William Kerry 
For the complete Public Safety Log please 
visit www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
KEY 
ABC - Alcohol beverage control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving while intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - . Motor vehicle accident 
RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
The 
-Life 
O~fice of Residential 
wants your two cents 
(or .more) on the room 




today and give us your 
feedback. 
We want . to make changes for the 
Spri.ng 2004 Lottery and need 
your feedback NOW! 
This survey will be available until Octobe 
31, 2003, 5 p.m. 
l 
-
Quote of the week 
"The best inspiration for me is a good, 
healthy deadline. Fear and panic are 
always good." 




College should not be dependent on tuition 
The Ithaca College Board of Trustees is on cam-pus this week and the decisions made now will directly affect one of the most important issues 
to students and their parents. The board is setting the 
parameters for next year's'budget - parameters that 
will help determine how much the cost of an Ithaca 
College education will increase next year. 
The board has to balance many concerns when set-
ting these parameters and certainly one of the main goals 
is always to keep the increase in tuition manageable. 
Tuition accounts for 90 percent of Ithaca College's 
income, according to the propo~ budget for the 2003-" 
2004 fiscal year. This means the college, unlike many 
larger and older universities, is enrollment dependent. 
While Vice President for Finance and Administra-
tion Carl Sgrecci said that he does not expect a' dra-
matic rise in tuition next year, he could not rule out the 
possibility of a sharp increase in the future in an effort 
to keep Ithaca College in line with other schools with 
similar academic profiles. Such a move would be un-
warranted and unwise. 
The board should raise tuition enough to cover the 
ever-increasing cost of education, but should not take 
any dramatic steps in the near future. 
A sharp increase in the cost of attendance would 
hurt the college's ability to attract top students and 
could cloud what the college cUITently calls an "ex- · 
tremely positive admissions picture." 
Leadership must come from the Office of Institu-
tional Advancement if the college is to avoid drastic 
tuition increases. Ithaca College has traditionally had 
. a modeat ~ which f~it to be dependent. 
· on enrollment. With a stroogetfinancial profile the col-
lege should never be forced to shift more of the fiscal 
burden onto the backs of students and their families. 
Vi_sionary leadership 
New Business dean must plan for future 
The college is about to begin its search to find a wor-
thy replacement for business dean Robert A. Ullrich. 
Ullrich, who was ·hired in 1998, has ably prepared 
the business school for AACSB accreditation by the 
International Association for Management Education. 
The official accreditation is expected in Spring 2004. 
However, accreditation is the only first step toward 
turning Ithaca College into one of the country's top 
small colleges for business, 
Ithaca College's School of Business has the po-
tential to produce dynamic young businesspeople and 
its new dean must be someone who can turn poten-
tial into results. 
The new dean will need to maintain the business 
school's high standards and plan for its future. 
The most important step in the business school's 
future will be its centralization, which will most like-
1 y involve a new building to house the entire school. 
The new dean will be responsible for leading fund-
raising efforts for and oversee the planning and build-
ing of this new facility. 
These tasks require the search committee chooses a 
decisive real-world businessperson who will involve stu-
·dents in molding the future of the School of Business. 
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Letters 
.. ' ' Respons_; ible ~-::.._ ·w. •.,. ·.,:.,' ' ' ing is legal ot· not, ,if a student wants Matt has been voted "Best Male Vo-
~ ~ to consume alcohol on his or her free calist" before and has been called "an 
Recent Ithacan articles about un-
derage drinking and editorials about 
student immaturity seem to miss the 
overall problem concerning alcohol 
abuse~ ·All students are immatme: 
Whether it is how we handle our "ex-
tracurricular lifestyle" or just basic life 
responsibilities and approaches, we are 
immature. )'es, some art! more mature 
than others, but, nonetheless, we all 
have the weight on our backs of life 
inexperience. I don't care if you're 15 
or 85, you're going to act and behave 
differently, making unusual deci-
sums under the influence of alcohol. 
That's what alcohol does to you - it's 
a physiological fact. However, some-
one who is 35, who has been respon-
sibly drinking since the age of 21, will 
carry him or herself differently and ap-
proach alcohol more responsibly. 
Why? More experience. , 
So, instead of these columns about 
immaturity and allowing full pages of 
alcQhol violations and news articles to 
be the only way to approach our 
knowledge on student lifestyle decisions 
and choices; how about we start edu-
cating ourselves about responsible 
drinking? Let's face it, whether drink-
night, he· or she will. Do we tum our artist full of style, fury and anger." That 
backs, leaving it behind closed doors is just his professional side. On a per-
where more bad can happen, or do we sonal side, Matt is very kind and re-
. take a proactive route to educate each spectable. Who are you to judge a man 
. other4mllt~R~&ible drinking: and . , ·you h,av4u,lmously nevec met? Judg: 
have the doors open to·preventingpo- ment ·is for God atone. -Wflyid 1"t 
tentially life-threatening situations? Brhel go write an article on a Yanni 
Let's take a route of prevention rather show? He should feel more at home 
than cure for once and not look at it as there and probably wouJd write a 
a "policy only" issue. more decent article. 
KEVIN CORREA '04 
Nu-metal not dead 
I would like to respond to a review 
written by John Brhel. It was titled 
"Nu-metal headed nowhere." I am a close 
friend of Matt Barnes aka "Smath" from 
the group Pile Of Heads. 
Matt is one of the most charming, 
kind and talented people that I have ever 
met. The review was very poorly re-
searched. Many of Matt's songs are anti-
war and anti-hate, and, as a friend of his, 
I was deeply offended by the article. 
Brhel is certainly allowed to speak his 
mind'to his heart's content, but I think 
he should research about who he is writ-
ing more than he obviously has. · 
MIKE GOYETTE 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes corre-
spondence from all readers. 
Please include your name, 
phone number, year of gradua-
tion and/or your organization-
al or college title/position. 
Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted 
in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m. for publi-
cation. The Ithacan reserves 
the right to edit letters for 
_ length, clarity and taste. 
Have an opinion 
to share -with the 
·camp-us? 
Contact Opinion Editor Nathan E. Wilson at nwilsonl@ithaca.edu. 
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Events of past year 
show value of discourse 
A year has passed since the Student 
Government Associaiion passed a 
resolution urging Congress to ask for more 
time before authorizing military action 
against Iraq. The motivation behind drafting 
THE ITHACAN 11 
Just a 
Thought 
Good ol' Monopoly -
with a racist twist 
the resolution was to spark political Recently, the ghetto joined the 
discourse on campus. ranks of Elvis, Coca-Cola, and the 
While it certainly proved to be a catalys_t Bible - it became a theme for a 
for debate, the ensuing Monopoly spin-off game. 
dialogue had little to do Like many products 
with the subsequent of the past, Monopoly 
attack on Iraq. Rather, has been revamped, 
and quite unfortunately, repackaged and resold to 
the debate centered the ever-consuming 
solely on whether or not gimmick buyers of 
SGA was . within its America. These new 
bounds in passing this Monopoly games are 
resolution. This debate marketed (just in time 
BRETT 
MILLER 
tired quickly - and for the holiday buying 
somewhat predictably season) as unique 
Guest Writer - and the campus EMILY _ gifts, ideal for the 
returned to its normal PAULSEN distinct interests of the 
routine with seemingly very · little different individuals 
accomplished. on savvy shoppers' lists. The most recent 
The events of the past year and the . ANDREA BRUCE WOODALL/WASHINGTON POST of these Monopoly spin-offs-, however, 
situation we find ourselves in today seem . NATIONAL GUARD TROOPS leave the Khadra police station In Baghdad after a day's seems to have taken the idea a bit too far. 
to squeal a fervent, "I told you .so." We are work. About 20,000 National.Guard and Army Reserve troops are In Iraq and Kuwait. Ghettopoly, recently created by 
trapped in an unwinnable War on Terror entrepreneur David Chang, is a game in 
that has assaulted civil liberties and, with And then there is the $87 billion. one of the many students attending th~t which "playas" buy guns, build crack 
its broad definitions of terror and _ all- Congress is ·now debating and approving SGA meeting last year. He argued that the houses and sell stolen property. Chang, 
encompassing scope, has proved to be a President Bush's request for $87 billion to war on Iraq was not something students who is not affiliated with Parker Brothers, 
governmental blank check. This war be used in Afghanis~ and Iraq. The needed to think about then. He said that the maker of th.e original Monopoly, 
provides a ready-made justification for: , -opening P¥a~aph.froni. a Sept. 14 New once he got out into the real world~ then he'd inspired protests last week and offended 
international governments' human rights York- Tim~s •?rticle- addressing President think about this stuff. somanypeoplethatonlineretailershalted 
abuses. We find ourselves the target of B-ush's plea.~ - Congi&s sums up the With tuition prices skyrocketing and sales, and stores such-as Urban Outfitters 
/ . glgbaJ dl~d_ai_n dµe to 0"4r impe.t!JOUS rush to _ j~pJic@ons_gJJhi~ ap~~l. Jt ~,."When .. · financial ai4 packages disappearing, this pulled the game from their shelves. 
war and our coRdescending refusal to President Bush informed the nation last- notion could not be further from the truth. The NAACP was among several 
consider criticism or altematives, thus Sunday night. that remaining in Jraq nexJ We. shquld be _ proud of and inspired by . organizations to speak out against the 
severing diplomatic , relations · that had . year will cost another $87 billion~ many of SGA's e·mpowering actions of last year ,game, ., .denouncing its ·: .blatantly 
:taken..generations to secure. . those who will actually pay that bill were and learn -from the events tliat have stereotypical, and racist representations. 
, .JP ,More than 3.3 million Americans have · unable ,to watch. They had already been put -- transpired since. · Now, more than ever, · With ·crac_k rock game pieces, squares 
,, lost their jobs ·in the past ,three years., We to.bed by their parents." The idea is that this, open political discourse on this campus is . , marked ~•Smitty's XXX Peep Show" and 
, , have gone from an_ enormous surplus to one $87 billion is a loan to be borrowed by the . necessary. Let us take steps to ensure that general representations of blacks as 
of the largest deficits-in historyi a_nd massive .. , government and to be paid back by the next this goal .is real-ized. .. . . . __ . . . : . , ..hustlers. . and ,hos, it.wasn't tough, to nnd 
1'r! taltl [.1c~ffOl'dhc lmili.on?-s ,w.ealthiest"arc,,,. ~neratioos·of,taxpayen ,., .. ·q ·,t ',~o ··; ·:.:' ·w,•· · ;: ·--:t! ·; ! '✓• • • •. -;! ·:tit'lr, ·,1· ·.-:- · • -~ ;., ,. .. - • ·• • 
· , sinldngus~randdeeper,intodebtwhile · Thismeans-us. ·. ,, Brett Miller is a . junior politics' major. :, :;!,;. - Almosteverydetail{)fChang'sgame 
social programs are being mercilessly cut. · I am reminded of a statement made by .Email.him atbmille.rl@ithaca.edu. is offensive. He muddles th~ names of 
- ' ·· · _ important ·black leaders, using _spellings 
-· stich··as ~•Malctim X" 'and "Martin Luthor 
-The Way 
I See It · 
Student consumers 
. must take responsibility 
From our neatly sewn 
clothing to our steaming cups of 
morning coffee, finished 
products surround us. Nearly 
every single one of the countless 
goods and services we use and 
enjoy every day comes to us 
prepared, packaged and 
ready for consumption. 
diverse, sizeable amount of 
h~althy forests, animals, 
waterways and land it ,needs to 
function properly. We cannot 
take more of these resources than 
the environment is capable of 
providing ·while still remaining 
strong. If we do, it will 
become weak, crash 
and subsequently stop 
supporting us 
without its support we 
cannot live. 
Unfortunately, . we 
participate in <;1- "· ve.ry . 
wasteful _ cultu~ that 
demands more resources 
The common origin 
of all these finished 
products and services is 
the Earth - they are all 
made and brought to us 
using •- ·materials that 
come from the natural 
environment. Our paper 
towels and wooden 
furniture come from 
forests. The water we 
drink comes from 
ELIZABETH from the Earth than it . 
GARDINER can provide while still 
functioning in a 
Guest Writer sustainable ·way. We use 
nearby Cayuga · Lake. Our 
electricity comes •from a 
network of power plants th·at 
bum fossil fuels. 
Because the Earth supplies us 
with all we use to carry on our 
every day lives, it is our support _ 
system. If we want its support to 
continue, we ·must live within the 
limits of our environment. 
Living within the limits of our 
environment means that we must 
allow th~ ~ . t? maintain the 
many of the resources we extract 
· at non-renewable rates. We also 
generate tons of garbage every 
day. The industries we support 
dump chemicals into the water 
and pump filth into the air. The 
millions of cars on the road 
contribute to climate ;change as 
they add to the abundance of 
carbon dioxide already present in 
the atmosphere. 
Through these and other 
· environmentally inconsiderate 
FILE PHOTO/THE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS PROMOTED RESPONSIBLE citizenship by planting 
new trees on campus in observance of Earth Day in April 2001. 
actions, we have pushed the 
environment beyond its limits 
- it is beginning to function · 
improperly. Evidern;e of this _ 
malfunction exists as the hole in · 
the ozone layer, a loss -of . 
biodiversity .and a warming 
global atmosphere. 
Luckily, there are many 
actions we can take to prevent 
the environment from crashing. 
Everything that you do impacts 
the environment in either a 
positive or negative way and 
there are many ways to make 
your impact positive. _ 
Supporting the environment 
is as s~mple as taking part in and 
supporting practices that · 
encourage its health. This support 
can involve purchasing goods 
and services made by companies 
that use environmentally friendly 
business practices. It can be as 
basic as using your bath towel to 
dry your hands after washing 
them rather than using a paper 
towel, putting your computer on 
standby when it is not in use or 
recycling as much as you can. 
Worrying about and caring 
for the environment is no longer 
solely the domain of 
environmentalists. We need to 
collectively begin to change our 
ways and support the system 
that supports us if we want to 
survive. Why care about the 
environment? Because the 
environment is what makes your 
life possible and what is bad for 
the environment is bad for you. 
Elizabeth . Gardiner is a junior 
history major. E-mail her at 
egardinl@ithaca.edu. 
Debates and commentaries will appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Nathan E. Wilson at 274-3208. 
I I : 
· King Jr.~• . His _ "Hustle" and "Ghetto 
Stash" cards make ·references to bank 
robberies; carjackings, and police 
shakedowns. One even reads, "You got 
yo whole neighborhood addicted to 
crack. Collect $50 from each playa." 
Clearly, Ghettopoly is offensive. 
It's also obnoxious and dangerously 
stereotypical, deserving of the backlash 
it's received. Undoubtedly, critically 
thinking Americans should be up in arms 
about this representation of inner-city 
blacks. But will chiding Chang and 
pulling this game from the shelves solve 
the real problem at hand? 
Chang, like the creators of the other 
Monopoly spin-offs, simply 
repackaged established pop-culture 
icons. He took representations of the 
"gangs ta" lifestyle, glorified and 
misrepresented through much of 
popular hip-hop, and mixed them with 
other portrayaJs ·of blacks in the media, 
thereby capitalizing on the same 
stereotypical representations that have 
been marketed for years. Whether we' re 
appalled or amused by his creation, we 
understand all the references, jokes and 
allusions - they're nothing new. 
More importantly though, Chang's 
exaggerated -and offensive parodies of 
ghetto life reflect a certain degree of 
reality. Believe it or not, illegal gun 
trafficking and drug-infested streets are 
real problems right now, right here in the 
United States, though they are obviously 
far more complex than the Ghettopoly 
representations convey. 
Of course, these representations give 
us an excuse to point our fingers all in 
one direction - toward Chang, rather 
than the unpleasant reality that no one 
· person created, the reality that no one 
person can fix. 
Just a Thought appears in this space 
every week. E-mail Emily Paulsen at 
epaulse 1@ithaca.edu. · 
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Dear Ithaca College riders of TCAT Buses: 
You're invited to play: 
-Unmask the 
Mystery Merchant 
and enter to win a $100 Downtown Gift Certificate, 
redeemable at any participating dow~tQ'('n retailer. . -,, 
' '_1:;,. 
While you're riding the TCAT bus betw~n campus and. - .. 
downtown, look up and find the Mystery Merchant poster. 
Betweer:i now and Wednesday, November 26th, clues will be 
posted on all the TCAT buses serving Routes 11 -and 12. 
This set of clues will help you identify th~ Mystery Merchant, 
which may be any retail store, restaurant or service provider in 
the downtown area. 
At the Information Desk in the campus Center, pick up, 
complete and ·drop off an entry form with your guess in the 
specially marke~;E Mystery Merchant collection box. 
On Wednesday, November 26th at 3:00 p.m., this month's 
-winner will be selected through a random drawing from all th~ 
correct entries received. 
< 
Good luck, and thanks for supporting the d9wntown merchants 
and TCAT. 
This promotion is Jointly sponsored by the Ithaca Downtown Partnership, 
· Ithaca College's TCA T Advisory Group, and 
Tompkins Consolidated Area Transit {TOI T}. 
~ 
/ , ____ ' 
Ocfot,er 2~\ \' · 
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Jazz Festival gives dedicated local 
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he Trail 
Fans track down artists in gar kitchens and backyard studios 
.. t ~ • 
BY STACEY COBURN 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Smoke billowed from the stone firing pit. A group of nine 
onlookers moved back as Eric Serritella '85 used a metal sheet 
to cover the rising flames. 
Serritella, who used to teach at Ithaca College, explained 
each part of the sawdust firing process as if it were a chem-
istry lesson: He buries the pots, pouring bags of sawdust and 
tossing cans of chemicals such as salt and copper carbonate 
into the cauldron. The trapped fumes color the white surface 
of his pots with misty clouds of reds, blues, grays, yellows, 
greens, browns and oranges, depending on how the chemi-
cals react overnight. 
"It's a pretty non-exact science, which is what I like about 
it," Serritella said. "It's kind of nice after sitting and mea-
suring things out most of the time. I kind of like the free-
dom and spontaneity of this." 
Visitors watched Serritella work in his grassy backyard 
while crickets chirped in the background. They asked ques-
tions, squinting in the sunlight, and were even given the op-
portunity to participate. 
Viewers could also visit Serritella 's garage-turned-studio 
to admire or purchase his finished works. The garage in New-
field was just one of the 51 studios that was open from 12 
p.m. to 6 p.m. for the Greater Ithaca Art Trait 's Open Stu-
dio Weekend on the weekends of Oct. 11 and 18. 
The Art Trail is a collective of local artists who transform 
their homes, garages, kitchens and barns into galleries and wel-
come anyone who calls for appointment. For an annual fee that 
is less than the cost of a small news- · 
paper ad, artists who become part of 
the collective get their name, address, 
phone number and a brief description of 
their work in the brochure. More information 
is available on the Art Trail's Web site, www.art-
trail.com. ~ 
But the most comprehensive introduction to the 
artists is available in the spaces where they actually : 
work. Now in its fifth year, the Art Trail is an edu-
cational experience that attracts many members of 
the local community and out-of-town visitors. 
Linda Garrett, also a local potter, came to see Serrit-
ella 's demonstration because she wanted to learn from 
his technique. 
"His reds are coming out prettier than mine, and I want 
to know why," Garrett said. 
Serritella said he loves to talk about his work. 
"As opposed to seeing work in a gallery and there being 
a name attached to it, they actually get to meet the person," 
he said. "It gives a better sense of what goes into making the 
piece, what the artist was thinking. " 
Serritella said that perhaps teaching is in his blood, since 
both his parents were teachers. He said he misses the students 
and being on the Ithaca College campus but believed he need-
ed to leave teaching in order to adequately pursue his work. 
Micky Roof, one of the founders of the Art Trail, said that 
the educational aspect of the trail can be beneficial for the 
artist and the public alike. 
"People actually become better customers if they can 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
FANNING THE FLAMES, local artist Eric Serritella '85 completes the final step in the sawdust firing process. 
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actually see what 
goes on behind the 
scenes," Roof said. 
Roof said although 
watching the artists work 
can give the viewer a better appreciation · 
of the amount of work that goes into a 
piece, it can also demystify the process 
and encourage others to try the work them-
selves. 
Since creating the Art Trail, Roof said she was .· ' 
inspired to start giving jewelry lessons. She was · · · 
a high school art teacher before she opened 
up Micky Roof Jewelers and said that she 
has come "full circle now." 
Roof teamed up with three other local 
artists - Deborah Jones, Andrew Gillis 
and Bill Hastings '92, an art lecturer at 
the college - and modeled the trail af-
ter urban art walks. She said that while she 
was able to make it financially on her own, 
other artists just didn't have the exposure. 
"I wanted to take some time off and be a 
tourist in my own town," Roof said. "I re- , · 
alized that everyone would talk about how 
Ithaca is this very artsy place. But 
if I wanted to go and find them, 
:·~.. . from a visitor's perspective, and 
··;•\, , I realized I couldn't find them." 
' , ' Jones, a former Ithaca College lecturer, 
said that students should take advantage of 
the accessibility of the artists and ask them 
about their profession and their work. 
Students in Jones' classes at Tompkins Cort-
land Community College are required to 
interview artists on the art trail. 
Visitors ask Jones questions about her 
mosaics and also question her about her 
home, a structure built in 1880. Jones is 
now illustrating a book about the ren-
ovation of her home. 
"The environments themselves are as ex-
citing and done as creatively as the artwork,'' 
Jones said. "It's another creative outlet for 
artists." 
Hastings said his environment is his in piration. He 
grew up in the Catskills and much of his sculpture is made 
from parts of old farming equipment, old fencing and even 
the former roofs of barns. 
"One of the reasons [my wife and I] wanted to move 
back is that Ithaca has a lot of things that are similar to an 
urban environment - with the art scene, the music scene, 
theater, and it's just this young, vibrant town," Hastings 
said. "And also, you drive 10 miles and you ' re in this real 
rural environment." 
An antiques collector as well, Hastings said that peo-
ple who visit his barn on the Art Trail often offer him an-
tiques, materials to work with, and contacts for other venues 
to display his work. 
Hastings said that when he was a student, he was ter-
rified of speaking about his artwork, but now enjoys ex-
plaining the concepts behind his work - often weighty 
subject matter such as the bovine growth hormone and 
cloning sheep. 
"It keeps my ideas really fresh because I am constantly 
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Hometown: Barre, Vt. 
What do you waste the 
most money on at 
school? 
Take-out food, D.P. Dough. 
Who do you want to win 
the World Serles? 
Florida. The Yankees beat 
the Braves in the 1996 
World Series. I have hated 
them ever since. 
Would you ever use an 
online dating service? 
Yes, you can find a lot of 
hot girls on these sites. It's 
well worth a person's time 
to check it out. 
What's the coolest thing 
anyone has ever mailed 
you? 
A box that had nothing in it. 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Senior Writer 
Robert Beaser was a guest on campus this 
week as· the School of Music's Karel Husa 
Visiting Professor of Composition .. Beaser was 
nominated for a Grammy for "Mountain 
Songs" in 1986 and an Emmy for the PBS broad-
cast of his recent opera, "Food of Lovr." While 
on campus, in between lectures and private stu~ 
dent lessons, Beaser found time to talk with Itha-
can senior writer Mike Nagel. 
Mike Nagel: Pressing question. You're born 
in Boston, but live in New York. WhicJ) team? 
Robert Beaser: Red Sox ... there's nothing else 
to say. 
Oh really? Me too. 
You see you ' re riot old enough to have been 
· devastated as many times as the rest of us. You 
have your whole life ahead of you. 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
VISITING COMPOSER ROBERT BEASER plays a musical example at a lecture on Sunday. 
a visceral and emotional medium and I have al-
Oh, great. How did you first get into music? ways responded to music that way. I tend to be 
· like to stand still artistically. It 's a journey. 
I started -composing very young. I was tak- driven, in my own music, by things that I've been 
ing piano lessons and just basically writing stuff drawn to historically which have moved me .... 
on my own and my teacher was helping me My music is a funny combination because it tends 
notate because I didn't know .... It wasn't some- to have both lyric and rhythmic propulsions. 
where until junior high school that I b_asically I love to combine and synthesize things that 
What advice do you have for someone who 
wants to be a professional composer? 
Decide whether that's something that you 
have to be. Anyone who doesn't have to be a 
composer shouldn't be. Once you've decided 
that's what you have to be ... open yourself up 
technically, open yourself up spiritually. Find 
what it is about yourself that's unique and try 
to really make that come to the fore. 
realized that that's what I really w~ted_to_d_o. ·. don't necessarily belong together: 
What are the main ~uerices on y00.r music? 
When ·1 was growing up· I listened to AM.ra-
dio, so I heard a lot of pop music. I loved The 
Beatles. I was introduced to American folk mu-
sic by some friends and I listened to a lot of that. 
And, of course, I played in orchestras. . .. I kind 
of learned 20th century music before I learned 
Mozart. 
It seam that much of your music bounces back . 
between modem, 20th Century and older, al-
most Baroque styles. It also includes themes of 
light and dark and spirituality. True? 
Definitely. Music is for me, first and foremost, 
• Anything to do: 'lirith your stint as a rock 
. drummer? . . ;. · 
Maybe. I'm not sure 1f it's rock-n-roll 
rhythm or jazz rhythm or whatever. It has an 
American rhythm to it. · 
What inspires you to write? 
The best inspiration for me is a good, healthy 
deadline. Fear and panic are always good. Beyond 
that, one has an inner ear and a real need - it's 
a calling. You need to write music and that's 
really a part of me. I can't live my life for very 
long without creating something ... each new piece 
needs to be something I haven't done: You don't 
If you could meet anyone, dead or alive, who 
· would it be and why? 
· (Silence) 
Babe Ruth, maybe? To find out why we're 
cursed? 
(Laughs) That's a good question, I don't have 
really a good answer for that. I have a list of 
about 40() people, equally important. There are ·· 
so many different people I'd want to meet for 
so many different reasons. · '"1c 
bout.Your M~jor,? . • ,·, . .. 1 
. . .,. ' ,.. 'J~ ,; ' .J 
alth Sciences and Human 
ites you to our majors fair. 
Come explore opportunities in: 
1th Po_licy Studies 
1th Promotions & Human ·Movement 
-rcise & Sport Sciences 
upationa1 Therapy 
.-;· . 
sical Therapy _, /'•·_, 
ech Language Pathology.and Al!.di.9-logy 
Information and Communications ~ 
Recreation and Leisure.Services 
Faculty and students will be available to 
answer any questions. ·-
Mark your calendars! 
Tuesday,·october 28th 
7 p.m. · 
Center for Health Sciences Lo_bby . 
Refreshments,·raffles, and other fun sur~rises! 
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State of the art 
The Ithaca jazz scene boasts small audiences but stellar ensembles 
BY WENDY DOWST 
Senior Writer 
Miles Brown's eyes were closed. He was not worried 
about running into anything; he knew exactly where he was 
headed as his fingers walked up and down the bass line. 
Rock 'n' roll record sleeves lined the green and black walls 
and posters littered any open space. Saxophones and trom-
bones hung off the walls and ceiling. The bar, slightly small-
er than Emerson Suites A, was lit with colored Christmas 
lights. It was intimate - one of those places that would be 
smoky if it weren't for the New York State smoking ban. 
Arcade games were pushed against one wall and a few ta-
bles with stools and chairs lined the other, but there was most-
ly open space. 
With little advertising for the gig on Oct. 15, a small but 
enthusiastic audience of approximately 25 people had come 
out to see the group tentatively called "The Miles Brown 
Quintet." It was just a glimpse of Ithaca's jazz scene: mod-
est but brilliant. 
The bar will be much more crowded this Friday when 
the annual Jazz Festival comes to Castaways. With seven 
hours of music from 11 groups on two stages, the festival 
is the Ithaca College Jazz Club's primary fund-raiser. 
Two members of the quintet have ties to Ithaca. Miles is 
the son of Professor Steve Brown, and trumpeter Walter 
White took over the college's Wednesday Jazz Lab this se-
mester. Both will perform at the jazz festival as part of the 
faculty quartet, which White said they're thinking of call-
ing "Beige," because it will include two Browns and a White. 
Of all the songs Brown and company played at their Itha-
ca gig two weeks ago, "Waiting for Walter" is the number 
the faculty quartet is mostly likely to play at the festival. 
After all, it's in F - White's favorite key in which to play 
the blues. 
Steve was actually waiting for White when he developed 
the tune. 
"I'm the kind of person that doesn't like to waste time," 
Steve said. So while he was waiting around, he sketched out 
a blues number. 
White came into Steve's office and noticed what he was 
writing before Steve finished the last two bars. Though Steve 
could not find the sheet of music later that day, White showed 
up at the Castaways gig that night with a finished copy of 
the piece and said, "We're gonna play it tonight." 
It is this collaboration, communication and spontaneity, 
that White said defines jazz. 
"Jazz is a direct representation of the current state of the 
world," he said. "Music is always the universal language, 
but jazz takes that a step further because it's spontaneous." 
Miles said that he saw many types of music while grow-
ing up in Ithaca, but that there are not a lot of places here 
to play jazz. 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
PROFESSOR STEVE BROWN conducts the Tuesday-Thursday Jazz Lab at one of its last rehearsals before the Jazz 
Festival at Castaways Friday. The jazz lab is one of 11 groups that will perform at the annual event. 
"The Ithaca jazz scene is a small but dedicated group of 
musicians who appear often in local venues," Miles said. 
Both White and Steve agreed that with limited venues, 
most of the musicians who perform in Ithaca are students. 
"There is plenty of room for development," White said. 
"Ithaca could handle another serious venue." 
The ABC Cafe is one of the oldest spots in town to play 
jazz. Musicians have been playing at the cafe since it opened 
20 years ago, and for the last ten years, every Thursday has 
been an open jazz night. With four to six nights of live 
music a week, approximately 80 percent of the music is 
local, manager Ken Hallet said. 
"We're a cultural gathering spot," he said. "We welcome 
musicians and all who want to listen." 
One of the first jazz festivals in Ithaca was at the Nines. 
Steve sat on the only free place to sit- the edge of the stage. 
When he wasn't conducting, he tapped his bottle cap on the 
stage to the music during solos. 
In the small, packed restaurant, the only possible space 
to dance would have been on the tables - but the audience 
was not about to try that. The next few festivals were held 
at the Odyssey, with plenty of room for dancing and a record 
of 17 bands. This year, the Jazz Club's festival will be at 
Castaways. 
Senior Michael Treat, jazz club president, said the mon-
ey raised by the event brings in guest artists and supports 
the jazz educational series. 
In addition to the faculty quartet, the festival this year 
will spotlight the Wednesday and Tuesday-Thursday Jazz 
Labs, Treat said. Steve said that the Tuesday-Thursday Jazz 
Lab will play many of the same pieces it performed at the 
family weekend concert, which was very well received. 
It played classics like Duke Ellington's "In a Mellow Tone" 
and "City Melody," a piece by Steve's brother Ray that pleased 
the audience with more than a dozen references to popular city 
songs like "New York, New York" and "Harlem Nocturne." 
Treat got into the jazz club because one of the original 
members saw him walking across campus carrying his in-
strument. He joined the big band and his interest grew from 
there. 
"The jazz festival gives everyone a chance to play in an 
atmosphere where jazz is meant to be played. With the en-
ergy of the crowd, the band is smoking, and the crowd loves 
it. They 're always in a good mood," Treat said. 
Jazz fest 2003 schedule Moosewood Restaurant 
Djug Django Swing band 
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. 
College Town Bagels 
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m. 
Common Ground 
Fridays at 6 p.m. 
6:30 Boneology 
Stella's 
varying schedule Maxie's Supper Club 
Don Slatoff'sJazz Circus 
Wednesdays at 4 p.m. 
ABC Cafe 
OpenJazz Night, 
Thursdays at 9:30 p.m. 
Lost Dog Cafe 
Wednesday through 
Friday at 9 p.m. 
Local jazz spots 
Mahogany Grill 
Sundays 
Cornell program. housing 
':Just About Music" 









Jazz Lab Guest Artists 
Dec. 5 - Steve Wilson, soprano and 
alto saxophone 
Dec. 9 - Conrad Herwig, Trombone 
BERNIE UPSON of the Djug Django Swing band plays a mean 
base at Moosewood Restaurant Tuesday. 
7:00 Ithaca Ageless Jazz Band 
7:45 Ben Smith Quartet 
8n5 IC VocalJazz Ensemble 
9:00 Lowe-Tomic Quintet 
9:30 The New Jazz Factory 
xo:oo Walter White and 
Steve Brown 
xo:45 IC Wednesday Jazz Lab 
xx:30 Hip-Ass Rhythm 
Farmers 
x2:oo IC Tuesday-Thursday 
Jazz Lab 
I2:45 ICJazz Bones 
l 
I 
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Ithaca .~ad talks with his hands 
BY MATTHEW QUINTANILLA 
Contributing Writer 
In 1979 Willliam "Kip" Opperman '79 was working as 
a chef at a Cornell restaurant, wondering what to do with 
his life, when he decided to apply for about a job running a 
dormitory at a school for the deaf. Small problem: he did-
n't know sign language. 
Opperman had recently graduated from Ithaca College with 
a degree in physical education. 
"I knew how to finger spell, but that was it," Opperman 
said. 
Despite his lack of experience with deaf students, Op-
perman said he was young, energetic and willing to learn. 
The New York State School of the Deaf hired him to be a 
"house parent" at one of the dormitories. He also decided 
to coach the school's basketball team. 
During his time at the school, he developed his signing 
skills. 
"Leaming how to sign is one step, but then developing 
your interpreting skills is another," Opperman said. "It's a 
whole other part of your brain that you use. There's not many 
of us out there in what I do." · 
Opperman said interpretation takes more than simple ver-
batim translation - it takes understanding. He facilitates com-
munication between the hearing and the deaf. 
In fact, Opperman has turned his chance introduction to 
the deaf community into his life's work - both teaching 
American Sign Language at Coming Community College 
and interpreting events at Ithaca College through his own 
consulting firm. 
Opperman 's commitment to educating people with dis-
abilities began after he took an elective at the college. Op-
perman said the course, Adaptive Physical Education, had 
neither a classroom nor a professor who lectured every day. 
Instead, the entire class went to the Board of Cooperative 
Education Services and gained hands-on experience learn-
ing to teach children with Down syndrome. 
"I took the class by chance," he said. 
Not only did Opperman learn to teach, but he also learned 
that he enjoyed instructing children with disabilities. 
After working at the school for the deaf, Opperman 
earned his master's degree in counseling and development 
in education from Syracuse University. He also developed 
FEATURING FACULTY 
CHARLIE ELLSWORTH/THE ITHACAN 
AMERICAN· SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRE:TER WIiiiam 
'"Kip" Opperman '79 has demonstrated his skills at a 
number of college events and speeches. 
a program for physically, mentally and emotionally 
abused deaf adolescents in Boston and worked at Boston 
University as the director of disability services, before mov-
ing back to Ithaca and starting his own consulting firm, 
KipOpp Consulting. 
Opperman interprets at a variety of events, from employee 
meetings at IBM or Lockheed Martin or interpreting personal 
events for deaf individuals. 
He said his work includes interpreting speakers and events 
. LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
THIS WORK BY RON JUDE, assistant professor of cinema and photograohy, 
is one of many pieces featured in the Faculty Art Show at the Handwerker 
Gallery. The opening reception wlll be held today from 5 to 7 p.m. · 
at the college, including Commencement and Convocation. 
At a comedy show in the Pub a few·years ago, Opper-
man had to translate for a comedian even when he became 
part of the comedian's act. 
The comedian started saying f--- repeatedly just to see 
Opperman sign it. 
"Of course, me being the professional that I am, I had to 
sign that over and over, which is basically flipping the ·bird 
at the audience over and over," Opperman said. 
Even though no students are designated deaf at Ithaca Col-
lege, many events are open to the public and, according to 
the Americans With Disabilities Act, should be accessible 
to all , said Traevena Byrd, director of affirmative action and 
equal opportunity at the college. 
Byrd said that Ithaca Col1ege offers services to those who 
request it at smaller events. For larger events, such as Con-
vocation or Commencement, interpreters are automatically 
scheduled. 
Opperman said the deaf experience the same things that 
the hearing experience, they just need an interpreter's help. 
"In many of those cases they need access to the com-
munication. ," he said. "I not only work for the deaf person, 
I also work for the hearing person." 
. Opperman teaches Educational Interpreting at Coming, 
where he tells his students that the deaf community is a mi-
nority culture. 
"For the most part the majority culture thinks of deaf peo-
ple as broken," Opperman said. "The way things are set up 
in the hearing world, there's not complete access and equal-
ity to deaf people." · 
His class breaks down some of the misconceptions of deaf 
people and the barriers they face. 
"One of the misconception is that people think that Amer-
ican Sign Language is just verbatim - put a sign with the 
word," Opperman said. "ASL has its own grammar, its own 
syntax, its own grammar rules. It's not just broken English." 
Opperman said his passion for educating people with dis-
abilities has grown since his first day teaching students with 
Down syndrome. He said that through his work he provides 
access to simple things in life that other peopJe take for grant-
ed. 
"I am an educator," Opperman said. "I've been doing this 
for 20 years, and I'm still educating people about it. We've 
come a long way, but we've got a long way to go." 
~ • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . - • • • • • • • ·- • • • • • • I 
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Belimd the mask 
Community members join st~nts to ·recreate theater art 
BY TASHA KATES 
Staff Writer 
The drab carpet at the Tompkins County 
Public Library carpet was covered with a 
large sheet of plastic. Small, pre-cut pieces 
of pl~ster casting sat in a metal tin next to 
two plastic water containers. On top of the 
plastic sheet stood senior Jen Longtin. 
"You want to make sure that you get Vase-
line all over your face, especially in the parts 
with hair," Longtin said, sl_athering her face 
with globs of Vaseline. "If you don't, 
you're going to rip out your eyebrows and 
eyelashes when you take off your mask." 
Taking heed of her warning, six commu-
nity members prepared themselves to create 
their own masks at the Oct. 11 mask 
making workshop. The workshop, which was 
sponsored by the library, aimed to give 
Ithaca residents a chance to make masks like 
those used in Cornell Theater's perfor-
mance of "Antigone," a Greek tragedy. 
This is the second year that the library has 
teamed up with local colleges to present com- · 
munity activities centered on a predetermined 
piece ofliterature. Last year 's pick was Mary 
Shelley 's "Frankenstein." This year, 
"Antigone" is the focus . . 
Norm Johnson, associate professor of 
theater arts at Ithaca College, created 
masks for the performance at Cornell. He 
said he ·designed the masks to help define 
the play's characters. 
"Masks reflect the inner state of the 
characters," Johnson said. "Sometimes they 
make the characters more of an everyman. 
Antigone's mask makes her a symbol of 
women.who disobey their fathers ." 
Johnson created a large-eyed, frowning 
mask for the title character. The eternally 
displeased expression on Anti~one's face 
could be construed in multiple ways. 
Johnson said the mask helped viewers 
relate to her character. 
Johnson has taught a mask-making 
class at Ithaca College. The class, which has· 
· only been offered twice in the last five 
years, focuses on masks from world cultures 
as weft as their place on the stage. Students 
are also taught movement techniques to 
make the characters under the masks 
come alive. 
Johnson asked two former students, 
Longtin and senior Hilary J udis, to run the 
workshop at the library. Both Longtin and 
Judis took Johnson's mask-making class at ·· 
the college last spring. Now they were 
teachi~g the tricks of the trade to a class of 
novices. 
Local resident Marilyn Chase watched as 
her husband slathered his eyebrows in the pe-
troleum jelly to prepare for a three-quarter 
length mask. 
"I don't know how long I'll be able to hold 
still," he said as he carefully lay down on the 
plastic. "I'm not a patient person." 
"Oh, hold still," she said, taking the first 
of the plaster strips and dipping it in water. 
Gently placing the strip on the bridge_ of his 
nose, she used her fingers to smooth the thin 
plaster surface. 
J udis walked over to see how Chase was 
doing. 
"Make sure you really reinforce the 
nose," she said. '~Place overlapping strips 
around it. That' ll make it strong." · 
The only' workshop attendee to attempt a 
full-face mask was Deborah Sam. Clad in an 
old lavender t-shirt and headband, she lay still 
as three layers of wet plaster cast were spread 
on her face, not even budging when drops of 
water fell into her eyes., . 
Although the casting of the masks took 
Theatre Arts 305-13100-03 
Because of the considerable students interest in Acting 
1, many talented and highly motivated students are 
unable to get into a section until later in their college 
careers- if at all. Therefore, the Department of Theatre 
Arts is making one section available to freshmen and 
· sophomores: 




* Spring Semester, 2004 
* Tuesday, Thursday 
* 10:50 a.m. - 12:05 p.m 
* FRESHMEN AND SQPHOMORES 
* Monday, October 27, 2003 
* 12:00 to 12:50 p.m. (Studio 2) or 
5 to 5:50 p.m. (Room G-16) 
* Dillingham Center (Lower Level) 
No preparation is required. There will be 
Structure: improvisation and cold reading. Those 
who audition will need to arrive at the 
beginning of the audition session and 
stay until the end. 
** You must receive confirmation from the Department of Theatre 
Arts that you have auditioned successfully before you may register 
for this course.** 
Please sign up for an audition slot and obtain an audition 
orm by 1 O a.m. Monday, October 27 at: 
he Department of Theatre Arts Main Office, Room 201, 
Dillingham Center, 274-3919 
GINA DEMAURO/THE ITHACAN 
IN THE SPIRIT of "Antigone," Marilyn Chase applies plaster castings to a community 
member's face at th~ Tompkins County Public Library on Oct. 11. 
a larg·e chunk of time, there was still time 
for decoration. The library provided paint, 
glue, colored pasta, feathers and • pipe 
cleaners. Everything but the design 
inspiration. 
Community member Kitty Gifford 
painted her mask with a yellow and gray 
Mondrian pattern. The colored stripes and 
boxes covered her delicate mask. 
Longtin decorated the mask she made as 
an example with a Mardi Gras-inspired de-
sign with red and purple tones and gold 
swirls. 
Sam, who organized last year's summer 
festival Ithaca Fest, said she enjoyed the 
hands-on approach to mask-making that 
Longtin and Judis taught. 
"I like getting-my hands all goopy," she 
said, rubbing dried plaster from her hands. 
"It's my favorite part of creating." 
UN H 
SATURDAY BRUNC.H! 
TWO DAYS TO ENJOY OUR 
GREAT BREAKFAST MENU 
♦GOURMET OMELETTES, EGGS TO ORDER 
♦WAFFLES, FRENCH TOAST, PANCAKES 
♦HOME FRIES, STIR FRYS, SCRAMBLED TOFU 
♦FRESH PASTRIES, FRUIT, GRANOLA 
♦BOTTOMLESS COFFEE, SPECIALTY COFFEES 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
• NEWLY EXPANDED SEATING· 
308-310 STEWART AVE • 277-4770 
BRUNCH HOURS ARE SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9:30AM-3PM 
11t TII♦ e♦-... , ~•• NY, H 
PNMIF•,u (ffT) 27MH7, I'll_, (H7) Jlf..2777 
email: shalimar.@lightlink.toia 
COME ON DOWN TO T-SHIRT EXPRESS ......., 
WE HAVE THE 'BIGGEST SELECTION OF 
ITHACA COLLEGE PRODUCTS. INCLUD-
ING, MUGS, HOODIES, T~SHIRTS, SWEAT· 
PANTS, SHOT GLASSES. KEYCHAINS. 
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·Back 
Beat 
Indie rock injection 
boosts music scene 
I'm sick of hearing lousy bands. I'm 
s ick of people in Ithaca claiming there's 
a real sense of "otherness" to this shallow 
burg. I'm sick of cranky old-timers 
praising the days when the 
Haunt was the place to see 
great music. Well , at least I 
used to be sick. 
For a town full of 
youthful vitality and 
urgency for alterna-
tive forms of enter-
'it~ tainme~t, it 's _pretty_ 
:;~I darned 1mposs1ble to 
find a great indie 
rock concert in Itha-
ca. Sure, the Cornell 
SEAN Concert Commis-
FENNESSEY sion and Ithaca 
College Bureau of Concerts exist, but 
Vanessa Carlton's cooing and Ben Folds' 
whiny-boy troubadour act just don't appeal 
to me. Thankfully, a group of like-minded 
hipsters has created a venue for smart, large-
ly independent punk and rock shows. 
Cornell's Fanclub Collective, started last 
year by a group of students headed by 2003 
Cornell graduates Chris Adams and Jessi-
ca Wolkoff, has set out to bring an indie mu-
sic sensibility to a town desperately in need 
of it. 
Show~ play for $5 qr _$6 at Cornell's Ap-
pel Commons just about every weekend. It's 
refreshing to hear there are affordable shows · 
in the area that don't require sitting in abeer-
soaked atmosphere .. Bu.t it's more than that. 
Fanclub Collective is serious about the mu-
sic - seriously. This Saturday, Toronto's 
Broken Social Scene,. whose album "You 
Forgot It in People" is headlining just about 
every year-end, IO-best list I've seen thus 
far, wiUJ>riug·-it&-airy, passively "insi~tent', · 
sound to Cornell's · Noyes Community ' 
Center . . 
This might not seem like a big thing · to 
all of you who have no idea who Broken 
Social Scene· k But for me, after being .• 
stuck in the vapid underworld of boozy jam · 
music and warbling bar bands that Ithaca 
offers, getting to see Fanclub shows is a true 
breather. · 
Cornell student Jessica Price now 
helps run Fanclub with two other students. 
Price said she thinks the loose organization 
serves a clear purpose in Ithaca . 
. "The most obvious is that we're pro-
viding the p~ople of Ithaca, as well as the 
surrounding area, the opportunity to see 
great music," Price said. "The Concert 
Commission does a fine job of bringing larg-
er shows, but some people, like me, just 
aren't into it. " 
Same here, Jessica. 
On Nov. 1, punk pioneer/heroTed Leo 
will visit with his band The Pharmacists, 
riding the coattails of their newest album, 
"Hearts of Oak" right into Ithaca 's once-
desolate music scene. It should be noted that 
"Hearts of Oak" is also among the year 's 
best albums and reason alone to hear Leo's 
swirling falsetto brigade. 
The more I think about this, the more I 
realize the people at Fanclub are downright 
geniuses. In the past I had to trek down to 
New York City to catch shows like this at the 
Bowery or the Knitting Factory. Now, Fan-
club has used modest funds supplied by Cor-
nell and themselves to create an opportuni-
ty to see fresh, bright music in Ithaca. 
The crew at Fanclub seems relaxed and 
open to any bands you might want to see 
come to the . area. Its Web s ite, 
\~ww.rso.cornell.edu/fanclub, is a commu-
nity unto itself. Just hop on and drop a line 
on its message board. 
Until then, I'll be spjnning around in 
Campus Center, continuing to praise the 
Fanclub Collective and its yeoman work. 
You'll recognize me easily: I'm the guy with 
the headphones and the glazed-over look on 
his face. 
Back Beat appears in this space every week. 
E-mail Sean Fennessey at 
sfennesl@ithaca.edu. 
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Ballet ·takes to the skies 
COURTESY OF ITHACA BALLET 
THE ITHACA BALLET sweeps through its last number, "Themes on a Cloth," at the family concer:t at the State Theatre Oct. 11. 
Ballet 
Review 
_ featured, was choreographed stage presence of the dancers diverse pieces. 
BY EMILY MILLER 
Staff Writer 
by Roman Jasinski and is one of was exceptional. The concert ended with a 
Ithaca Ballet's most challenging Next was Lawrence Brantley's stunning performance of 
pieces. It flaunted a contrast of "Breugelscape." It began with Joseph Locarro's "Themes on a 
vivid spins, rapid footwork and - cobalt siU)ouettes of dancers Cloth" ~n which the dancers used 
jumps. Some of · the younger against a smoldering orange sheer white cloths to dramatize 
dancers were slightly out of sync I background. When the lights _the moves of the ballet. At one 
and were struggling with ·a few. . brightened, barefoot · dancers · point, the principal male 
of the more · difficult · moves. · dressed as French peasants · dancer used a large white sheet 
However, their huge' · red'.:Ii~ · swayed ·to 'a Gregorian chant, to pull, drag and ~rap·the prin-
Dancers in filmy, light pink sticked smiles and ohvfou's '\vl:ikh.;~was sporadically inter-' cipal ' femate dancer in mo-
skirts and sparkling headpieces passion for dance made -up for ruptecfby. the sound' of thunder. . . meilts 'of intense emotion. ' 
opened the Ithaca Ballet's Fall any of the dancers' hesitancy. · The _use of space arid, move.: .. Dancers · Were· ·adomea· in 
Family Concert, but the concert A highlight of the piece was ment in "Breugelscape"·was irr.1 • White · and- light blue1 costumes 
ended with a more unconven- the seemingly effortless ma- · ventive and the light and sound and swi'{dietl. :-s'moothl[ ·:be-
tional piece in which dancers neuver by one of the principal .fe- worked tbg~ther to evoke a reli- tween fast turns anu jumps .pod 
twirled white cloths above their male dancers. She performed six · gious 'mood. While the men did slow expressive mov'em~nts. 
heads, as though they were glid- "turning fouettes," one of the · most of the dancirig, the women An ethereal and mystical am-
ing through the clouds. , most difficult turns in ballet: , remained ~ poses or moved la- · · biance pervaded the ballet and 
. ~ -concert was:beld at the -While'"Zmnra''meritedspirit- ' boriou$1y, ·and r..:,~ :~. was -•~ruuqi~ ' DV . pow ~1 
! ,' State' -1Theatnf ort-0d'.=: rr and·, -~l1Jppl~ dlfrJin%e ai.iaierie~:1 '. ,. ~ntletft; Wftlt r a woiifari's' ! 1\andi '' "&ea~foeer. ''&usic"h oy1'r;erg; 
true to it~ name, boasted many the synchronization and mastery clasped in prayer. Rachmaninoff, which occa-
beaming families and · four ofthi~ piece could be substan- . · The e~otion and music ~ionally ~~ame sinister: ... : · 
short, unique pieces. Altfiough tially improved. · seemed to iHustrate hard times for · , . ·An·enthrallmg<c'fientlstfy1ex-
the_ first two pieces- were After "Zingara," a group,,~of these people and, both their re- isted am<>!lg all of the dancefS in 
mediocre, -the final two as- :female danc~rs ably performed ,. , l~ce 91und-scoin.f~r religion;,,, tbis piece·an~ the techniqu ,w~ 
tounded the -- audience : and _J.. "Aristocrat'~ Waftz" frofiiAct L " : •Breugelscape~'~ wa.f QneJ ofl dfo excellent. "Themes on,'a Cloth" 
demonstrated Ithaca Ballet's of "Swan Lake." Apart from a most absorbing performances of revealed the dancers' immense tal-
professionalism and talent. disjointed series of movements the _<;oncert and demonstrated ent and was the climax of the 
"Zingara," the first ballet toward the end, the timing and Ithaca Ballet's ability to perform concert. 
Ditties of the dirty South 
Ludacris grinds out gritty lyrics and rhythms 
Musit ' 
Review 
BY PAUL GIMELBERG 
Staff Writer 
·It's straight from Atlanta, shawtyfAfter sell-
ing 7 million · 
copies of his first 
two albums, Lp-
dacris is · back 
with more · down 
south flavor and 
addictive hooks. 
Whether he raps fast or slow, on beat or 
off beat, he shows once again that he is a 
unique rapper, capable of more than just the 
same old repetitive chorus. But he never seems 
to get tired of talking about his vices: chick-
en, beer, weed and, of course, women. 
Ludacris ' versatility is evident on 
"Southern Fried Intro," in which .he throws 
down the fastest rapping heard since lesser 
known rapper Twista spit lightning-fast 
rhymes on Lil ' Kim's "Thug Love." · 
With some exceptions, Ludacris keeps the 
production in his own Disturbing Tha 
Peace family of artists. DTP outsiders in-
clude Snoop Dogg, 8 Ball, MJG and Lil' 
Flip, whose smooth flow and slow rapping 
are a great addition to "Screwed Up," a track 
about getting high and drinking. 
50 Cent has Ja Rule,'Eminem has ·Beri-
zino, but Ludacris picks his fight with an qn:-
likely opponent, Bill O'Reilly. Apparently, 
Mr. O'Reilly, who Ludacris holds respon-
sible for the loss of his Pepsi advertising 
campaign deal, has referred to Ludacris on 
his cable show as "a dumb idiot who got 
lucky and exploits the system" and as "a man 
who is demeaning just about everybody, and 
is peddling antisocial behavior." . 
Ludacris responds to this criticism in the 
best way he knows how - through music. 
Lyrics on "Blow It Out," include retorts 
· to O'Reilly like "Shout out to Bill 
O 'Reilly, l'ma throw you a curve/You mad 
cause I'm a thief and got a way with 
words/I'ma start my own beverage, it ' ll 
calm your nerves." 
Ludacris sticks it to his nemesis on the 
melodramatic "Hoes in My Room," when he 
is joined by Snoop Dagg who accuses 
O'Reilly of being a "[homosexual] white bred 
chicken s---" and of letting all of the ugly hoes 
into their dressing room. 
The biggest downfalls of the album are 
the comedic skits. They are immature, lame, 
underdeveloped and act as filler for the al-
bum. The "Chicken-N-Beer" themed art-
work is more humorous and creative. 
Ludacris makes up for these skits with 
nonstop hilarity in his rhymes. "Hip Hop 
Quotables" is full of silly punch lines like 
"My filthy mouth, it won't fight cavities 
or beat plaque/So I shot the tooth fairy and 
put my old teeth back." · 
COURTESY OF DEF JAM SOUTH 
THRIVING ON HYPE, Ludacris reaffirms 
his filthy flavor on "Chicken-N-Beer." 
Missy Elliott and Timbaland, two artists 
who have been associated with Ludacris in the 
past, are missing from the album. They are 
completely absent on this project and aren't 
even mentioned in the· hundreds of names 
found in the "thank you" section of the insert. 
It. seems Ludacris thinks that he has grown 
enough in the past two years to stand on his 
own or that DTP's Shawnna is capable of 
'pulling the female weight of the album. 
Parents, be warned - this album fulfills 
every stereotype of rap music. Some of the 
tracks are so filthy that they would make Lil ' 
Kim, the queen of hardcore, blush. 
"Chicken-N-Beer" is a solid album if 
you' re a true Ludacris fan, but it falls short 
of previous albums, lacking Ludacris' famed 
club bangers. However, "Stand Up," the first 
single, is a quality attempt and one of the few 
tracks you can really get down to. 
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Power rockers rise and shine 
Jupiter Sunrise blasts off from California and lands in Ithaca 
Live 
Music 
BY LEE SACKS 
Staff Writer 
On Monday night, when the wind sent the 
leaves thrashing around the Commons, a band 
of equal if not greater force blew in to Ithaca. 
The Los Angeles-base<;! Jupiter Sunrise took 
downtown's Lost Dog Cafe by storm, bringing 
in a crowd of old fans and new listenerS. The band 
is on a CD release tour for its first album "Un-
der the Killer Blue Sky." 
Opening the show was Melee, a California-
based band that specializes in fusing genres rang-
ing from emo to jazz. With great force and musi-
cal integrity, featuring strong guitar solos and key-
board-driven songs, the band sucked the audience 
into the music. Vocalist, guitarist and keyf>oard 
player Chris Cron teased the audience, switching 
from guitar to keyboard and back ·again. As the set 
ended, the crowd chan~ for more. 
But Jupiter Sunrise was the main event. This 
foursome of vegetarians who describe their mu-
sic as melody-driven indie rock has created a 
large underground fan base. Enthusiasts from as 
far as Schenectady and Albany came to hear the 
band play. 
The band was joined by vocalist, guitarist and 
amateur magician Will Brierly, who performed 
card tricks after the show. As the band took the 
stage, the crowd cheered an4 yelled~-The 
title "Sweet J!ome ~•• · struck spiky 
haired, ,vocalists/guitarist Mark Houlihan 's 
, . f~. The band gathered together and began a 
, short jam of the Skynyrd classic to start the show, 
whipping the crowd into 1l roar. 
After tlte jam, the band stared at the audience, 
silent and·unmoving. The.crowd fell quiet while 
everyone stared back at the group. waiting for 
something to happen. Small bouts of laughter and 
~-th«? occasional yell from the back interrupted the 
GINA DEMAURO/THE ITHACAN 
EARTH SHATTERING ROCK hit the stage Monday night at the Lost Dog Cafe. The audience 
sang along with the band members, left to right, Aaron Case, Ben Karls and Mark Houlihan. 
awkward silence, but the band stayed unmoving. 
Suddenly a "one, two, three" count from drum-
mer/vocalist Chris Snykus drove the band into a 
rendition of "Casey." With Ben Karisok, ·who 
looked like a young Quentin Tarrantino, on gui-
tars/vocals and native Alaskan Aaron Case on~. 
it was a powerful start to a powerful perfonnance. 
The ban~ates ji;unped into the air strumming 
wwer ·cbords combined with heavy· drum beats, 
energizing the audience. · · · 
. ·The quintet soon broke-out into "Arthur Nix," 
another commanding musical endeavor 
marked by changing tempos and intensities. As 
Houlihan soloed, he raised his guitar above his 
head, as if inspired by some great deity. 
The much anticipated song of the evening was 
Houiihan's "Cherry Wine," a number about a 
y~ing.to see who you are inside. It seemed that 
everyone in the audience already knew the 
words. A sea of voices sang the lyrics along with 
Houlihan as he played a quiet acoustic guitar. 
· Being playful again, a member of the crowd 
yelled for disco. Jupiter Sunrise delivered, 
making up a disco/funk jam for a few minutes 
as Ben Karis danced what seemed to be his own 
version of the funky chicken. 
The band segued from its impromptu dis-
co/funk jam into one of their most well known 
songs, .. Josie's House." Displeased with the 
rhythm ofth~ crowd's screams during silent mo-
ments in the song, the band jokingly began the 
song again; giving the audience a second 
chance. 
The band ended with a rendition of "Super 
X-Ray Vision." Amidst the comedic song about · 
a man's conflict with a super-hero over a woman, 
Kari-s une~pectedly . chanted a .rendition of . 
songs from www.homestarrunner.com, an un- · 
derground Web. site featuring zany Flash cartoons. 
The band fell apart into laughter, but soon re-
covered to set off wi~ a powerful finish, ac-
centing each note. 
Murder mystery offers mOre than chills 
Movie 
Review 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
Three childhood friends - Jim-
my, Dave and Sean - are playing in 
their Boston 




**** "Mystic River' 
-
in the wet cement of a sidewalk block, 
a car stops with two men appearing 
to be police officers. One gets out and 
yells at the kids for destroying pub-
lic property and demands that Dave 
get into the back of his car. Jimmy 
and Sean look on as Dave rides away. 
This dramatic scene marks the be-
ginning of "Mystic River," which was 
directed and produced by Clint 
Eastwood. Without actually showing 
or speaking directly about the vio-
lence, Eastwood makes it clear that 
the two men abuse Dave. Dave even-
tually escapes and returns home, but 
he never returns to the innocent child 
he once was. 
0
The film flashes forward to the 
present. Jimmy (Sean Penn), now 
an ex-convict and father who is 
married to Annabeth (Laura Lin-
ney), runs a convenience store. 
Dave (Tim Robbins) is married and 
has a son; and
1
Sean (Kevin Bacon) 
is a police detective separated from 
his wife, who calls him frequent-
ly but remains silent on the other 
end of the line. 
Just as tragedy once separated 
COURTESY OF HANGAR THEATRE 
MYSTERY AND MISERY make characters Dave (Tim Robbins) and 
Celeste (Marcia Gay Harden) sympathetic, complex and compelling. 
these three friends, tragedy' reunites 
them when Jimmy's daughter Katie 
(Emmy Rossum) is found beatetl and 
murdered. Sean assigns himself and 
partner Whitey (Laurence Fish-
burne) to the case. Ji~y vows to 
find and kill his daughter's murder-
er, possibly with the help of the neigh-
borhood's ruthless thugs called the 
Savage brothers. 
To add to the drama, the same 
night that Katie is murdered, Dave 
comes home, scared and bleeding, to 
his wife Celeste (Marc~a Gay Hard-
en). He tells her he fought with a 
mugger outside a local bar, bYt 
Celeste can see in Dave's eyes that 
he's lying, which makes the audience 
wonder whether Dave could be 
Katie's murderer. 
"Mystic River," based on Dennis . 
. Lehane 's book of the same name, 
. could have been a traditional detec-
tive story, but Eastwood and screen-
writer Brian Helgeland (who also 
wrote "L.A. Confidential") instead 
capture the pain and emotions behind 
the mystery. Like the book, the film 
doesn't settle for easy answers, but 
allows viewers to empathize and sym-
pathize with its characters and their 
situations .. 
Eastwood uses a lot of close-ups 
during the intense emotional 
scenes, and varies his shots all 
around the sets so that the audience 
can see the story and the charac-
ters' reactions from differing an-
gles that echo their different per-
spectives. 
While the story of "Mystic Riv-
er" i.~ engaging, the performances by 
the versatile and experienced cast 
raise the film beyond its usual who- ' 
dunit plot. Although the entire cast 
deserves praise, Penn's, Robbins' and 
Gay Harden 's performances are the 
most memorable. 
Penn's Jimmy is strong and re-
strained, but also vuln~rable. Rob-
btns, with a cohvincing Boston ac-
cent, makes viewers sympathetic 
and sad for Dave. And Gay Harden, 
who won an Oscar for her role as a 
supportive wife in "Pollock," shows 
how tom she is between loyalty, fear 
and justice. Hidden secrets are re-
vealed, conflicting morals· are dis-
cussed and questionable actions 
take place. 
Emphasizing the film's dark 
mood is Lennie Niehaus' and East-
wood's original score. The sound-
track creates a brooding tone, 
while variations on the theme re-
mind viewers of the connections the 
characters have to the murder being 
investigated. 
Eastwood also sets his film in a 
neighborhood where everyone 
knows everyone else. The houses are 
all two stories and separated by only 
a few feet. People have screen doors 
and each house has a stoop that makes 
a perfect seat for the annual parades. 
Tom Stem's cinematography 
uses many tilts and wide shots to re-
veal the area so that the audience gets 
a sense of how tragedies can happen 
to regular people in small, suburban 
towns. 
While the central plot reaches a 
justified resolution, it is the journey 
to the resolution that makes "Mys-
tic River" so absorbing and power-
ful. Viewers will undoubtedly fol-
low along to discover the truth, but 
their desire to uncover the mystery 
will be driven both by the plot and 
the characters. 
. Mystic Riv.er was directed by Clint 
Eastwood; written by Brian Helge-
land; and produced by Clint East-
wood, Judie G. Hoyt and Robert 
L.orenz. 
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Event of the week 
Stop by the Ithaca College Faculty Art Show 
this week at the Handwerker Gallery. 
Today 
Ithaca Col~ege Faculty Art Show 
Reception- 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the 
Handwerker Gallery, Gannett Center. 
Chaplain's Bible Study - Noon in the 
Phillips Room, Muller Chapel. 
Collaborative Mural Project Meeting -
Facilitated by Artist Eli Thomas at 7 p.m. in 
Gannett 112. 
Film Screening - "Forgiving the 
Unforgivable," at 7:30 p.m. in the Park 
Auditorium, Park School. 
Fireside Chat/Mass - 8 p.m. in the 
Fireside Lounge, Muller Chapel. 
Community 
"Be Aggressive" - 8 p.m. at Cornell 
Schwartz Center Stage. Call 254-ARTS for 
ticket/performance information. 
Friday 
Last Day ADD/DROP Block II Courses 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in .Muller 
Chapel. 
SAB Films - "Pirates of the Caribbean," 
7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. an~ midnight in Textor 
102. 
Senior Recital - Lisa Yoo, piano, at 8:15 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Junior Recital - Alyssa Schwitzer, voice, 
at 9 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
· Sports · 
Women's and men's cross country at 
Cornell's Reif Invitational at 4 p.m. 
Community 
"Be Aggressive" - 8 p.m. at Cornell 
Schwartz Center Stage. Call 254-ARTS for 
ticket/performance information. 
Saturday 
Senior Recital - Jason Macy, trombone, at 
noon in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. · 
Graduate Lecture/Recital - Alex Hughes, 
oboe, at 1 p.m. in lger Lecture Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Independent Film Screening - "Speak" by 
Fred Berner '74 at 2 p.m. in Park Auditorium, 
Park School. 
Junior Recital - Melanie Fishman, voice, 
= . at 3 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Senior Recital - Lauren Avellino, flute, at 4 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
SAB Films - "Pirates of the Caribbean" 
at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight in Textor 
102. 
alendar 
A THREE HOUR TOUR 
ELIZABETH QUILL/THE ITHACAN 
BRAVING THE RAIN and snow, left to right, Diane Zlomek, Sanders Burstein 
and Justine Zlomek stroll to the Roy H. Park School of Communications for a 
tour led by senior Robin Roemer yesterday. The Office of Admission expects 
, ~.ty~~~t: ~---~" 100 ~ .tor 1ts ~...-house on ~l ·_ ... _ , t :-
Premium Blend Concert - 9 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Sports 
Volleyball at Empire 8 Crossover 
Tournament at St. John Fisher. 
~omen's and men's cross country at · 
Rensselaer Invitational at 11 a.m. 
Women's Soccer at Oneonta at 1 p.m. 
Football vs. Utica at 1 p.m. at Butterfield 
Stadium. 
Community 
"Be Aggressive" - 8 p.m. at Cornell 
Schwartz Center Stage. Call 254-ARTS 
for ticket/performance inform,ption. 
Sunday 
Ecumenical Worship Service - 11 
a.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Mass - 1 p.m. and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Robert G. Boehmler Community 
Foundation Concert - 3 p.m. in Ford 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
•Time Apart for Prayer - 6 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
First Meeting of Art Club - 6 p.m. in 
Cerrache Center. 
SAB FIims - "Pirates of the Caribbean" 
at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight in 
Textor 102. 
Sports . 
Volleyball at Empire 8 Crossover 
Tournament at St. John Fisher. 
Community 
"Be Aggressive•~ - 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. at 
Cornell Schwartz Center Stage. Call 254-
ARTS for ticket/performance information. 
Monday 
SAB Films - "Pirates of the Caribbean" 
at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight in Textor 
. 102. 
Faculty Recital - Charis Dimaras, piano, 
Linda Larson, soprano, Patrice Pastore, 
soprano, Rebecca Ansel, violin, at 8:15 
p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Tuesday 
Community Service Involvement Fair -
1 o a.m. to 2 p.m. in the McDonald Lounge 
and the Main Lobby, Campus Center. 
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) 
Sponsored Speaker - Jean McPheeter, 
at noon in William.s 225. 
Colloquium - "May '68: The 
Student/Worker Revolution in France 
Through the eyes of a Fi(st-Hand 
Observer 35 Years Later," 12:10 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center. 
Speech by Daphne Kwok of the Asian 
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Pacific American Institute of 
Congressional Studies (APAICS) -
7 p.m. in Textor 101. 
Guest Recital - Fritz Gearhart, violin, 
and John Owings, piano, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Hockett Family Recital .Hall. 
Wednesday 
Last Day PASS/FAIL Block II Courses 
Wednesday Coffee Hour - 1 O a.m. in 
the McDonald Lounge, Campus Center. 
Eucharist for Peace and Healing -
1 :1 O p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Guest Lecturer - Tamara Raatz, clar-
inet, at 4 p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital 
Room, Whalen Center. 
Vlolln Master class - Presented by 
Fritz Gearhart at 5 p.m. in Hockett 
Family Recital Hall. 
Piano Mastercla~s - Presented by 
John Owings at 7 p.m. in Nabenhauer 
Recital Room, Whalen Center. 
"An Israeli-Palestinian Dialogue: The 
Path to A Just Peace" - Discussion 
by professors from Tev Aviv University 
and Bethlehem University at 7 p.m. in 
. Textor 102, foltowed by a reception at 
8:45p.m. in Klingensteinlounge, 
Campus Center. · · _ 
Comedy Show - 8 p.m. i"ii th~-· Pob· 
Campus Center. ' 
Evensong.- 10 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
. ? -~ ICJ :"f ·$pods, r, Ii ·1)"1<1 w~/~F/11() 
Field hockey at Elmira at 3:30 p.m. 
Women's soccer vs. St. John Fisher at 
4 p.m: in Carp Wood Field. 
Not al I Ithaca College 
events are I isted 
in the calendar~ 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Parle Hall, Ithaca College, 
by Monday at 5 p.m. 
For more information, call Calendar 
Manager Ana Liss at 27 4-3208 or fax 
at 27 4-1565. 
ICTV Weekly Evening Schedule 
All Angles 





Mondays at a 








Sundays at 7 




















Tuesdays and . 
Thursdays at 8 
and 10 
Panorama 
Sundays at 6:30 




Mondays at 8:30 
Wednesdays at 7 
Thursdays at 9 
Screening 
Room 
Sundays at 8:30 










Mondays at 6:30 
Wednesdays at 9 
Ya Think You 
Know Sports 
Tuesdays at 6:30 
Wednesdays at 
7:30 




at 274-1618. litSSified 
, Travel Employment 
I 
#1 Spring Break Vacations 
Cancun Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Florida. Campus Reps Wanted! 
Free Meals & Parties! 1-800-234-
7007@ endlesssummertours.com 
SPRING BREAK 2004! Travel 
with Beach Life Vacations! 
America's Best Student Tour 
Operator! Jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. Sell 
trips, Earn Cash, Travel Free! 
Hurry - Book Now! 
Call 1-800-733-634 7 
www.beachlifevacations.com 
USA SPRING BREAK.com 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & 
More. Don't be fooled! Go with 
Quality & Experience! 28 Years in 
business. Largest Student Tour 
Operator (Division of USA 
Student Travel) 
Call Toll Free: 1-877-460-6077 
Now also hiring Campus Reps 
Earn 2 Free Trips for 15 Travelers 
SPRING BREAK 
Largest selection including 
Cruises! Foam Parties, Free 
Drinks and Club Admissions. Rep 
positions and FREE trips 
availaple. Epicurean Tours 
1-800-231-4-FUN 
www.breaknow.com 
*** ACT NOW! Book 11 people, 
get 12th trip free. Visit the official 
website for Spring Break '04. The 
best deals to the hottest 
destinations. Group discounts for 
6+ www.springbr-- --- ' 
di~o 
ASSISTANTS 
$13.85 Base appt. 
Fun easy work, perfect for 
students·(all ages 18+). No 
experience needed, we train. 
Flexible hours, fast advance-
me~. Cond~ons ap~1 
Scholarships. Call now, pQsitions 
fill fast. Call (607) 748-4858 or 
online@ 
· workforstudents:com 
Reliable, dependable person to 
clean doctor's office after hours 
three days per week, two to three 
hours each time. Please call Pat 
at 266-0772 
For Rent 
4 bdrm. townhouses on S. Hill 
·and downtown. Furnished, free 
laundry and trash collection. 
$1200 plus. 272-1870 
Cayuga Lake Lansing Station 
Road 2 Bedroom Lakefront 
Cottage Unfurnished $600.00 
-Month plus Utilities. Now thru 
May 31 2004. Email: 
Gasman42@aol.com 
Apts & Houses available 8/01 /04 
Kendall Ave &Penn Ave .2, 3, 4, 5, 
6 & 8 bedroom fumished: 10 
month lease. P.._ can 273-
922 n8 am and 4 pm. 
pm and on weekends call -
272-2551 
Sprfng Break - Nassau/Paradise FIVE BEDROOM H.OUSE 
Island, Cancun, Jamaica, and DOWNTOWN-FULLY FUR-
Acapulco from $489. Air, Hotel, NISHED AVAILABLE JULY 04 
Transfers, Parties, and More! FREE PARKING & LAUNDRY 
Organize small groo~rn PLEASE CALL 272-8343 OR· 
FREE TRIP$ plus COmt'nissionsi ·-. __._~ ....:.' _, _· --<112Z2w-_41,81U,&,18~9.,__ _ _ 
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1 2004-05 Studio Furnished, over-
Sell Spring Break Trips! looking 6 Mile Creek, on-street 
uaranteed Best Buy parking, close to IC,washer t 
1 free .. ,...,._J:lvery 1 O paid OR dryer. 209 Giles St. $545 
ca$h starting w oking. includes all 279-3090 
Exxtreme Party Packages, Available 8-1-04 
Protection of American Express One bedroom Apt. Close to I.C. 
Worldwide 
EXXTREME VACATIONS, INC For info call 272-6361 for rent 
1-800-336-2260 412 Hudson St. House 
www.xxvacations.com w/2-3 BR Apts. 
For Sale 
PUMPKINS: Wholesale/Retail. 
All shapes and sizes. Call 387-
5871 or see us at the Ithaca 
Farmers Market. Woodwind Farm 
Stall 80 . 
Parking, Furnished, Laundry 
Call 273-2161 
South Hill - S. Aurora St. 3 or 6 
bedroom furnished apts. Newly 




6 or 8 bedroom houses with free 
parking and laundry. Free wire-
less iriternet access, big rooms. 
425+ Call Mike 273-4430 
3 or 4 bedroom house for rent 
10 month lease starting 8-1-04 
$375.00 per bedroom plus 
Close to College free parking, 
maintenance free, furnished. 
Call Travis at 272-0296 
Renting for fall '04 Close to IC 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6,-Bedroom Houses & 
apts. Call for appointments: 
272-5647, 273-5192 
592-0150, 592-0152 
3 Bedroom Furnished House 
Close to -IC Available Now 
$375 plus per person 
call 273-4211 
Houses for rent for 2004-05 
2 on Hillview Pl., 1 on Prospect 
St. All are 11 month leases, fur-
nished, some with free off-street 
parking. All houses are for groups 
of 4-6 people. Available August 
15, 2004. Call 273-5370 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 
warm/cozy 4 bedroom town-
house suites, fireplace, _bright, 2 
baths, beautifully furnished, com-
puter desks, new plush carpeting, 
off-street parking, right next to 
campus. For a showing call 
280-1076 or view online at: 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com 
2004-05 One Bedroom 
Downtown - 1006 1 /2 North · 
Cayuga St. Hardwood floors, 
spacious, furnished, -$605 plus 
utilities 279-3090 
Beautiful, large, 3-6 bedrooms, 
South Hill, c;tose to downtown and 
campus, fully furnished, weH-
malntalned, competitively priced, -
some with laundry and parking. 
347-4513, 227-4513 
NOW LEASING FOR NEXT 
YEAR 
Dozens of spacious apartments 
and houses. Close to campus on 
South Hill and Downtown near 
the Commons. Three bedrooms 
up to eight bedrooms. Laundry, 
parking, reasonable rent. For a 
full list visit PPMhomes.com 
Rent early and Save! 
Short walk to Ithaca College 
Lovely 2 bedroom apt. on 
Pennsylvania Ave. Clean, quiet, 
furnished, heat and private park-
ing included only $395 each. 
273-4797 or 592-7564 
COMPACT DISC 
RECORD FAIR 
Sunday, Nov. 9 
10 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
THE HOLIDAY INN 
·222 S. Cayuga St. 
OVER 30 DEALERS 
Rock, Blues, Jazz, Pop, Punk, 
Classical, Country, Alternative, 
Folk, Etc. 
ens o t ousan s o s, 
Records, Tapes, Videos, 
Imports, Rarities and 
Collectibles 40s thru current. 
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free! 
Now Hiring On-<ampus Reps 
Call for group discoats 
1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com 
For Rent 
Well-maintained 3 or 4 bedroom 
house available Aug. 2004. 
Two full baths, fully carpeted. 
Newly renovated, unfurnished or 
furnished, free washer and dryer. 
Free off-street parking. No pets, 
downtown. 273-6828 
Three bedroom house downtown. 
Free parking & laundry on 
premises. Available Jan/1 /04 or 
July/1/04. 
Call 272-8343 or 272-6189 
Three/Four bdrm spacious town-
houses w/parking wash/dry 
dishwasher balconies 
Ten/twelve mo. lease 
call 273-8576 
389 Stone Quarry Road, Super 
4 bedroom cape cod house, new 
furnishings, hardwood floors, fire-
place, washer and dryer, full 
basement, two car garage. For a 
showing call 280-1076 or 
273-9300 rental office. 
918 Danby Road, fabulous 4 
bedroom townhouse, nicely fur-
nished, 3 baths, computer desks, 
fireplace, off-street p~rking, walk . 
· to campus. For a showing call 
· 280-1076 or 273-9300 
· rental office 
2004-05 3 bedroom downtown, 
-103 E. Spencer St., Close to IC 
and the Commons, spacious, 
hardwood floors, off st. parking, 
washer and dryer $385 each 
includes heat 279-3090 
613 HUDSON ST. AUG 04-05 
Nice 1-3-4 bedrooms fully fur-
nished big kitchen + living rooms 
-free Parking. Call 272-6189 
- • or_272-8343 
Available 2004-2005 school year. 
6 bedroom ~ 3 bedroom ~ 2 bed-
rooms. Furnished washer/dryer, 
parking, dishwasher, one block 
from Commons. 
Call Neal @ 272-2696 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments walking distance to IC 
272-1115 
3 to 6 bedroom houses for rent 
furnished close to IC 
273-4211 
4, 5, and 6 bdrm. houses on 
S. Hill and downtown; furnished. 
$325 per person plus. 272-1870 
NOW LEASING FOR 
NEXT YEAR 
Dozens of spacious apart-
ments and houses. 
Close to campus and South 
Hill and Downtown near the 
Commons. Three bedrooms 
up to eight bedrooms. 
Laundry, parking, reasonable 
rent. For a full list visit 
PPM homes.com 
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For Rent 
2004-05 Four bedroom house, 
1123 Danby Road, Close to IC, 
Parking, Hardwood floors, wood-
burning stove, garage, large din-
ing room, washer and dryer $375 
per person + utilities 279-3090 
2004-05 Four bedroom, fur-
nished, parking, H~rdwood floors, 
carpeting, dumpster, washer & 
dryer 201 West King Road, Close 
to IC $375 per person + utilities 
279-3090 
2004-05 Downtown 502 W. Court 
St. 3 bedroom furnished apt. 
across from park, spacious, 
washer and dryer, off st. parking 
$345 per person plus utilities 
. 279-3090 
2004-05 One bedroom, 103 E. 
Spencer St., furnished apt, close 
to IC and Commons, hardwood 
floors, $600 includes heat 
279-3090 
Lovely 5 Bedroom House With 
Parking; 6 Bedroom Duplex (2 
3-bdrm houses) on Pleasant St; 
Studio Apt. Please Call after 2 
pm at 272-5210 for more details 
- 201 Hudson St. House 6BR 
Parking, Laundry, furnished Lg 
BR w/walk in closets. 2 kitchens 
2 LRooms 
- 210 Hudson St. House 5 BR 
Parking, Laundry, furnished, Lg 
_ BR 2 Kitchens Call 277-4325 
Now Leasing BRAND NEW 2-4 · 
bedrooms, 3-4 baths, multi-level 
house, with _large game room, 
laund~ fir8PMIC8, 2 car s,arage, 
patios and decks with gorgeous · 
views. Professionally landscaped. 
2500-3500 square feet. 
$18,000.00-$2,400.00 
****-**************·***** 
NEW UNIQUE bi-level town~ . 
house, furnished 3 bedrooms, 2 
baths. 1 block to Commons and 
laundry. Desks, storage and free 
off street parking, Favorite IC 
location! $1, 100.00/month plus 
utilities. 
**********************,.. 
For More Information please call 
Heritage Park Town Homes, Inc. 
277-6260 
Studio 6 Bedroom Houses for 
rent 2004-2005. South Hill and 
other locations. Call today to 
inquire on available listings. 
Certified properties of TC, Inc. 
273-1669 
www.14850.com/web/certified/ 
2004-05 Two Bedroom 201 W. 
King Rd. Carpeting, Dumpster, 
Quiet, Close to IC, Furnished, 
$335 per person + utilities 
279-3090 
2004-05 3 bedroom downtown, 
103 E. Spencer St., Close to IC 
and the Commons, spacious, 
hardwood floors, off st. parking, 
washer and dryer $385 each 
includes heat 279-3090 
HOUSES FOR NEXT YEAR 
Various locations on South Hill 
and Downtown near the 
Commons. All sizes, from three 
bedrooms. New listings this 
week! Nice condition, with park~ 
ing and laundry. For a full list visit 
PPMhomes.com 
Want to buy a display 
ad? 




DILBERT - BY SCOTT ADAMS 
THE VENDOR IS. 
SENDING THEIR . 
· BEST ·NEGOTIATOR. 
I PLAN TO MAKE 
BUMPER STICKERS 
FOR. i>EDESTRIANS _. 
THAT SAY, "HOW AM 
I LJAlKING? CALL 
·1,.:.. 800 · Bl.AH, 
·- BLAH·, .BLAH." 
) 
E 
-~ IF YOU CALL THE 
• NUMBER AND REPORT 
i PEOPLE, THEY'LL NEVER I AGAIN BE ALLOWED 
§ , TO PURCHASE .SHOES! 
HEYi YOU LEFT .A · i 
U&ED COFFEE &TI~RER J_ 
ON THE COUNTER.I II . ·• •. f ' THE lil6.STEBASKET ·lu\S ONE f ·OoT AIAJAYI I AM AH ·. A&&OCIATE, 
.NOT: YOUR-'MAID I ! I 
• THE .BEST PART ABOUT ·: 1' 
; __ :: HAT:t'NG PEOPLE IS . :-
co -THA1: l NEVER RUN 





so I I'LL 
THROW IT . 
AIAJAY FOR .i, 
YOU THIS . 
TIME-. -
GET FUZZY BY DARBY CONLEY 
'CM, tf'; 
·. fAA~! 
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CROSSWORD BY UNITED MEDIA 
ACROSS 
1 Ms. Thurman 
4 Metal for 
galvanizing 
8 Horse's gait 
12 Vegas lead-In 
13 Piccadilly statue 
14 Home 
appliance 





20 Bookie's figures 
21 Dogma 
23 Ruby or Sandra 
24 Kinds 
27 El Dorado loot 
- Arthur 
34 Part of TGIF 
35 Kind of 
neckline 
36 Yucatan native 
· · _ 38 Gaze at 
-··39 Bulk . 
· 40 Flying mammal 
42 Laurel and 
Hardy 
44 Snow-boot liner 
46 Canary seat 
50 Ease 
54 Huntsville's loc. 
55 San - Obispo 
56 Air 
57 Fragrant tree 
58 Exploit 
59 Implored 




2 Polite address 
3 - spumante 
4 Nulls 
5 Part of UK 
6 CPA torte 
7 Neb. time 
8· Rigged tf:le dice 
9 :AOO:-Sn ,l?.(>8t 
1 O Calflgraphy-
supply· . ' ! . ,. 
11 Annapolis i:irad 






24 Apple rival 
25 Pastoral spot 
26 ~njer . :i:/.J, 
28 Hwy~ ·: ' " t <'! .. , 
30 Forum hello,; : ·· , · 
.3VfKO oflicial . 
,· .· J 
~~ ~:rwork , 
competent .,-




43 Overturn . · · .. · 
44 Chimney . · · ~•:-. · 
. 45 Charles Lamb 
47 Finn~s ., 
transport 
48 Ad award 
49 Tortoise rival 
50 Melmac 
emigre . . 
51 Little rascal · · 
·52 Feel ·under- · 
. · the weather · 
53 Golf gadget' 
·' \ :-
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:·~ ·Family matters 
Five pairs of siblings play for the Bombers 
BY JOSH MCCANN was enough to lure freshman Mandi Morn-
_St-'aff=--Wi_n_._te_r __ ---'--_.....,...... ______ ·'_ ingstar into the fold. 
"She came up and watched me play," 
:Freshman swimmer Halley Yellin always · Meghan said, "and we've . always played 
~s¢ to follow her big sister Michelle around._ : tqgether, so she wanted to stick with ine." 
when ,, they were you~ger. App~rentiy, When the time cai{ie. to pick a school, 
nothirig's c.l.ianged. ,. Mandi didn't deliberate for long. 
• La$t spring;,shortly before -f(alley left to "I didn'freally look anywhere else," she 
tag alorig :oil ':a -tour,-.qf Europe with .her said.' "Ithaca was my prime choice." 
sister, she decided to :join Michelle and pe- The Furstosses also didn't look far before 
come a Bomber; · • · settling on Ithaca. Ron and Mike's grand-
Now Michelle,--a senior, will get to"con- - parents and two of their aunts were music 
elude her college c~F with her ki4~s~s.ter · majors at the college, and their mother is also 
in tow: ,- an9.she couldn't be-happier. ,. . -~ alµmµa. Mike was enamored with the -· 
-"We fou~t a_ lot . when -we . were kids _ , ~si<?.: ed~cation program, and Ron was 
actually," Michelle said.:: ' 'But now .y.,e get impressed· with the organizational commu-
along really welt.We're like best friends," nication, learning and design major. 
, The Yellins ~not the only siblings to suit 
uptogetherforthi·BlueandGold. The~.are . Sibling rivalries . 
four other pairs: . of Bomber· · -
brothers and sisters on Ithaca's 
fall and winter ath1etic teams. 
In the fall, Mandi and 
Meghan Morningstar set and 
spike for the volley.;. 
ball· team, Becca 
and Shannon Berry 
boot soccer balls 
for the Bombers, -- and_ 
Nick and Brandon De~heine fly 
around the gridiron. · Come 
winter, Mike and· Ron ·Ftirstoss • 
will dive d~eqevil-style into 
the pool, whil~ ,th~ YeHins will . 
make a splash as swimmers. 
The Furstosses didn't compete against 
each (?ther until two weeks ago, when Ron 
switched back to diving. Ron had been a 
swimmer throughout his high school career 
and freshman year. 
"It's been a while, but I think he'll 
be a better diver than he will be a swim-
mer," senior Mike said of his brother, a 
sophomore. 
Even though the Yellins are both 
swimmers, they rar~Jy .~nter !!1~ -~ -... 
events at meets. ea-, do confront. , 
eac a&li_.,iW""ni'i~·tice, Halley admits , 
......... - ---t Michelle "c~ kid~ my butt-."- · 
Practices used to allow Nick · and 
Brandon Dect~ine,r' to · compete -
against e~h otiier ~ bl.it ~en . 
. Nick switched positioqs . . 
THE ITHACAN 23 
As a high school senior, Halley When the Decheines ar-
whittled her college rived in Ithaca· this fall, _ (~: , '.· ~ : ,{ ·. • "\ . _ --,. ~ -3 ; , R~pCA GARQNEMHE rTHAC~ FRE~HMAN H~LLEY YEI-LI~, top, hoppe<N>n l,tt,aca's :swimming and_dlvlng team 
a~ he~ sister s~mior A! -:-American· Mich';tl e, found succ1tss as a BQID!>er. choices down, and . Nick frequently found him-Ithaca was \a.·i ·,:, self .&Wik · ' _ ill 
prime candiclale:-~• face across the line - • scrim-- , - . : "' 
Shortly before she '· mage. :· : . . ' ''Sc> many fans have come\ip and srud, 'You ;; 
le to join Michelle . , '1111!11: . Brandon reniemoerecI' get:.' , guys ·are SO' much fwfto watdibecause there's . 
overse _ er.high school graduation . ting :th¢· better of ·tnos¢-.early ' suc}j a· sis~-sister ~oql 't Meghruf~d. 
present,Halley . couldn'tresistthe head -to·headdashes. ,• :; -, , .. '"' . ..:·--_; _ ·_ ·, · -: ·.·-- .:~ :· ·· -, 
opportunity to reunite witli ner71ffl-H~lwPJ .. , ' ;t~/# "I would just beat him alf Dlslikes and difference·s 
sister on the South Hill. ~~,"-. the time 'cause he put on 
"If I didn't have a =sister, I probably -. . :.f'. · · "·· ·' · . SOIJl~ weight, so I was The Morningstars may meld harmo-
wouldn 't have applied to _schools so / /; ' .  faster than him," Brandon niously on the court, but Man~i said the 
far north. I probably . would have ·" said. : sisters are "complete opposites" away from 
stayed down south," said Halley, a But' Nick -hml the'. gy1!1.: ;Sh~:describes J:ier older sis_ter as ; 
Metairie, La., native. "Michelle ·,. s_ince switched · to "outgomg,'".. ~'popular'\~d "rambunctious," · 
wasn't the entire reason why I ' .. playing · unef?a~ker, herself simply as "laid-back." l . : ' 
chose to go to Ithaca, but she had a pretty so the pair no longer Still, the .· ~wo sisters haven•t -let their 
big role." . match up: different personalities push them apart . . 
The chance to swi~ together was Regardless In fact, Man9i said her sister\ '.'was pret-
secondary to Halley's desire to spend of whether they ty much my .best frierid growfog·u.p out of 
lttlaca)iaas · had:.several pai~ of-siblings 
to play on th~ ·same team. Among the. 
most successful were-: - -· · 
• Robert (Bob) and Ray Borowicz, class 
of 1971 and '7 4, respectively. The 
Borowiczs played for the baseball team 
before being signed by the Cincinnati 
. Reds ()l'Qanizaoon: 8Qb was tf;l8 better hit-
. ter_of _the two; hitting at :355 and .330 av-
;~i erages. his junior and . senior seasons, 
nearly 100 points higher than his broth-
er's in each year. 
more time with her sister. . line up on offense or defense, school," even .though _the two maintained· 
"It wasn't necessarily swimming --· i the Decheines approach the separ~te circles of friends during the day. • Bill and Rict'la!"d (Tom) Bryant, class of 
with [Michelle]"' that made the deci- game the same way. Now that the Momirtgstars are here, Dono- 1976 and 74, respectively. Bill, now the 
sion, Halley said. ''It was just being "We're both competitive," van said they are both focused, driven indi- director . of athledcs at Ithaca High 
in school with her, 'cause I , Brandon said. "We hate losing." viduals who excel both academically and ath- School, led the 73 receivers in catches 
missed her." . When Becca and Stiannori Deny,_ . letically. But Meghiµi, also an All~ American , , .. .. · ( 17), yards (466) and touchdowns (4). His 
Having her sister around . face off in practice · high'jumper: deyotes her.self more-to athlet;. ~ · : brother Jorn was -second oh the football 
smoothed Halle.y's transition Gtf;.'  drills, they do sore-, ics~ while Mandi, a> Mart1fr:Euther King Jr:_. . team in rushing yards that season. 
to college life, she said. ~ ..... ~ luctantly. scholar, devbtes more time· to he} studie~:,-:- , , : · 
"It's a lot easier," Halley W "I think it's dif- Unlike the Morningstars, th~ FurstQSs - · •·Tracy and. Lorrie -Oeyle,' class of 1990 
said. "Instead of justJ,eing _ · ficult for Becca to brothers admitted ·they -fought occasionally . ' anct'.'93, ~ely.· ,TJ,e Ueyle sisters, 
dropped in a random place REBECCA GARDNER/THE. ITHAC~ compete against as kids~ bt,1rthey ltave also put aside ·"<.~bild- . from Ru~-Henrietta. High School, both 
~here I~ 't know an~o~ 4. ST'fJONG _K~KING -k?sl Is 8 famlly trait Shannon some- hoocfdif,ferences .as they 'v.e matured. . · finished in the top three .of lthaca'sstx>f'-
1t was mce to have. my ·~-$hared· by fres11111an 'Shannon 8enY: top times," . Quigg -;~:, c•we·-git in one,~fistfight ever," Mike said. ing leaders for women's soccer in 1988 
sister." and her senior sister Becca,· bottom. ' : '_ said. '.'They're just · ''The other times, it was j1;1st like, put him in a . ~ _and ~. leading . the Bombers · to the . 
Freshman Shannon both competitive headlock and throw him clown on the floor." NCAA Division-Ul'FJnal Fourof.wome~•s 
Berry chose to follow __ in the footsteps __ o( .. ().n people in general. I don't think it's an 'I wan- Today the Furstosses ~'have prbbably'goi soccer each season.:· -
accomplished - older · sister. Thought ':-she na beat my sister' thing." a lot more similarities than we -do differ-
can't say she wasn't war,,ned,about life -in the -lbe _Morningstar sisters- have rarely- been ences," Ron said-. 
imposing shadow of ber big sister, Becca, a ;asked to oppose each other on the court. Instead, "We can't get through a conversation at 
senior who is second on the.Bombers·• career- · ·they are frequently required to cooperate. · · dinner without _ talking about swimming,'' 
scoring list. · · · · . ·· "She's always been my setter, so we kind Mike said. 
"I was told not to follow in her footsteps," · of have to get along," Meghan said. · Similarly, the Decheines have come to en-
Shannon said, "because I kinda·have been all' The two have always competed on the joy each other's company and rarely get tired 
my life." same team, at both the club and high school of having each other around. · 
Thus far, Shannon, a defender, has levels. Because Meghan, a middle hitter, has Even though the brothers' relationship is 
played in just one game as a Bomber, but long relied on her little sister to feed her the close, said sophomore teammate Joe Scalice, 
Becca said her younger sister shares her same ball,_the two have developed complementary they are still "two separate people, so it's like 
powerful ball-striking ability. . . styles of play, coach Janet Donovan said. they're two different friends." 
Coach Mindy Quigg_ said both are tough, ·· "It looks like they have a non-spoken com- For the Decheines, the chance to compete . 
physical players with a nose for the goal, but munication between each other that comes together on the college level is_~pecial, bl!t noth-
because of Shannon's defensive role, "she from playing together a lot and from being ing new. , 
doesn't get to show that off very much." sisters and being close sisters," she said. •~1f The brothers first played football together 
Just as Shannqn was enticed by the chance they feel very comfortable playing together, · in the·seventh grade and. are now' roomma~es . . 
to play with Becca, the opportunity to play it's going to show in their play." · - ·"It's just like back home," Brandon said. 
with her older sister Meghan, a sophomore, The Morningstar combination usually "It's been like that forever." 
. • Jen and Shannon Cotton, class of 1999_:· 
The Cotton twins of the women's bas-
ketball team were three-point specialists 
from Saxtons 'River;vt: Jen and Shannon 
still stand in first and -second place, re-
spectively, on Ithaca's list for three-point 
field goals in a career with 148 and 92. 
• Brian and Dale Cocca, class of 2003. 
The Cocca twins, from Fayetville, N.Y, ran 
for four years on the men's cross-coun-
try and indoor track teams . .ln his senior 
season, Brian earned NCAAAII-American 
status with the indoor track's distance 
medley -relay team. Dale earned All-At-
lantic Regional Honors in his final three 
seasons at Ithaca in cross country. 
l 
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About-face thrusts IC 
into postseason inix 
It's amazing how teams can just turn 
things around on the drop of a dime. 
I'm referring to the type 
of wild turnarounds that 
fans never see coming, the 
ones that change a season. 
Turnarounds that keep us 
on the ~dge of our 
seats. Turnarounds 
that keep us coming 
back again and 
hf· again for more. 
The kinds of wins 
that keep us 
BRIAN addicted. 
DELANEY While we collective 
non-athletes enjoyed a 
quiet break at home, our football team hap-
pened to notch the most important win that 
the program has seen in years: a 31-10 
blasting of Brockport, which was ranked 
fifth in one poll by the American Football 
Coaches Association and ninth in anoth-
er by D3football.com. It was a win over 
a program that upset perennial powerhouse 
Rowan last year in the playoffs; it was a 
win over a program that broke Ithaca's 
heart in each of the last three years. 
Now, shockingly, after weeks of 
mediocre football, the Bombers are 
frontrunners for a postseason berth 
again. They stunk against Hartwick and 
survived St. John Fisher, escaping with 
one-point victories. They got housed by 
Springfield, shooting themselves in the 
foot more times than the Bad News Bears. 
Remarkably, out of nowhere they put 
things together - they spackled the holes 
in their defense and fixed the plumbing 
on offense. Give the credit to coach Mike 
Welch and his staff. They must have done 
something right. 
And now, as I look forward, it seems 
the season will eventually come down to 
a Nov. 15 contest with Cortland - which 
is how it should be. Beating the Red 
Dragons, normally the most difficult task 
on the schedule, will determine Ithaca's 
(5-1) fate for the postseason. Finish the 
year with one loss, and the Bombers 
should be dancing. Two losses and 
things don't look good. A final date with 
rival Cortland with a chance for a play-
off seed and recovery of the Jug is all 
Bomber fans can ask for. 
That's not to say I'm overlooking 
Utica, Hobart or Buffalo State. But I think 
Ithaca will dominate those three games. 
Captain Tariq Ahmad told me during 
preseason that he had circled three dates 
on his calendar: Cortland, Brockport, and 
Hobart (Ithaca's three losses last season). 
As Ahmad tells it, the mentality of the 
Bomber squad is that these three teams 
(now down to two) have to be beaten. Not 
just beaten, but dispatched indisputably. 
Surprisingly, guess who topped the left 
tackle's list? · 
Hobart. As in the Statesmen that beat 
Ithaca last year at Boswell Field, 17-6. 
They beat and outplayed the Bombers 
on that day, but they also might have dug 
their own grave. Their players and fans 
opened their mouths too often, gloated and 
showboated too much, leaving more than 
enough bulletin board fodder for Welch's 
charges. Think the Bombers will take this 
game lightly? It will be just the opposite. 
If anything, they'll take it as seriously as 
Cortland. 
Still, there's always a possibility that 
Saturday's win over Brockport was a mi-
rage. But when talking to the players, you 
get a sense that it 's more than just a one-
night gridiron stand. 
You sense it's the beginning of a 
serious run towards the postseason. 
What a turnaround that would be. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Brian Delaney at 
bdelanel@ithaca.edu. 
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Blue and Gold back on track 
Pushover Pioneers folWw beatings of St. Lawrence and Brockport 
BY JON ROTHSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
_ For the past two seasons, the 
soft, sacrificial underbellies of the 
Utica Pioneers have welcomed 
Ithaca after losses to Brockport. 
This year, that context has 






10 Saturday, and for the first time 
this season, the Bombers are per-
forming like a team that has all in-
tentions of returning to the 
NCAA playoffs. 
For a while, it didn ' t look like 
it. Back-to-back, one-point wins 
over Hartwick and St. John Fish-
er cast doubt on whether the 
Bombers had any realistic 
chance of putting together a sol-
id season and competing for a 
postseason berth. Then a 51-22 
drubbing at the hands of Spring-
field seemed to confirm that the 
Bombers were not the caliber of 
previous Blue and Gold outfits. 
But the loss to the Pride 
ignited something within this 
unit, and the Bombers haven't 
looked back since. 
BRIAN HASHIMOTO/THE ITHACAN 
A GOLDEN EAGLE Is about to be smothered by senior Cory Coady (left) and junior Byran Steele (right). 
"It's how you handle the 
losses," head coach Mike 
Welch said. "Obviously our 
players have handled it well. 
They've made adjustments, and 
a loss is beneficial if you learn 
from it and I think we did." 
It certainly appears that way. 
With last week's 31-10 win 
over Brockport, then ranked No. 
5 by the American Football 
Coaches Association poll , the 
Bombers (5-1) are in complete 
control of their playoff destiny. 
Saturday, Ithaca hosts Utica, a 
team in just its third year of 
football and one of three oppo-
nents in Ithaca's final four 
games that will travel to But-
terfield Stadium. 
Utica enters Saturday's game 
with a record of 1-6 and has lost 
its last two meetings with Ithaca 
by a combined score of 79-0. 
However, when the teams met 
in 2002, Ithaca narrowly defeated 
Utica 13-0 and the Pioneers had 
a touchdown called back early in 
the fourth quarter. But, the 
Bombers were without the services 
of then freshman quarterback 
Josh Felicetti, who was nursing a 
leg injury. · 
'"Last year they came out and 
gave us a game," senior tri-
captain Robert Truman said. 
"Last year we had little different 
team mentality and I think this year· 
w,e have a lot of good senior lead-
ership. We won't let something 
like -that happen again." 
A major reason for the 
Bombers' augmented level of 
play is the resurgence of senior 
Bombshells 
LOSING STREAK SNAPPED 
The Bombers ended a three-game losing streak against 
fifth-ranked Brockport Saturday, beating the Golden Eagles 
convincingly 31-10. Brockport's loss was the programs worst 
since a 34-1 O loss at the hands of Montclair State in the 2001 
season. 
DEFENSIVE WALL 
After giving up 1 O points early, the Ithaca defensive unit 
held Brockport to 15 total yards over the game's last 42 min-
utes, 56 seconds. 
Senior linebacker Robert Truman led the defense with 
eight tackles, including a nine-yard sack. Truman also re-
covered a Brockport fumble. 
Fellow linebacker sophomore Dustin Ross made a team-
best 12 tackles. 
Junior defensive tackles Jeff Kasarjian and Alex Shafiro each 
had three tackles for loss and were in on two of Ithaca's six sacks. 
HOW THE TABLES TURN 
After Brockport's Brian Wise juked senior free safety Pete 
Mayer on the game's opening touchdown, Mayer responded with 
an interception that would set up the Bombers' second score. 
Senior cornerback Seth Molisani also intercepted Gold-
en Eagles' quarterback Bob Darnley to set up Ithaca's final . 
touchdown. 
DOUBLING UP 
Sophomore wide reciever Justin Esposito caught the first 
two touchdown passes of his career to help propel the Bombers 
over the Golden Eagles. Esposito's made his second touch-
down grab while lying on the ground in the end zone after two 
Brockport defenders batted the ball. 
PUNTING PROWESS 
Sophomore punter Nick Aiello, kicked seven punts versus 
Brockport averaging 44.9 yards per attempt. 
running back Caleb Greer-
Carney. After gaining just 115 
yards in his first five games, 
Greer-Camey led the Bombers in 
rushing against Brockport, carry-
ing the ball 21 times for 92 yards 
and a touchdown. 
Greer-Camey's presence 
allows the Bombers' offense to 
rotate between him and senior tri-
captain Pete Celebre, Ithaca's 
leading rusher for the past two 
seasons. 
' 'Caleb and Pete have to be our 
guys," Ithaca offensive coordina-
tor Brian Angelichio said. 
"They're both very good backs 
and are both going to have to play 
for us." 
The defense made a strong case 
for the second straight week that 
its collapse against Springfield was 
a fluke. A week after holding St. 
Lawrence to a touchdown and two 
field goals in a 55- 13. victory, the 
Bombers held Brockport to 28 
points below its season average. 
And the Golden Eagles were 
kept off the scoreboard for the fi-
nal 42 minutes and 56 seconds of 
the game. 
Seniors Seth Ml)\isani and 
Peter Mayer each intercepteu a 
pass, and senior strong safety Jon 
Edgcomb continued to wreak 
hav0<; in the secondary, as he col-
lected nine tackles against the 
Golden Eagles. 
With a favorable remaining 
schedule, the Bombers have a sim-
ple formula. Win and they're in. 
"After Springfield, we said 
we have to win out," Felicetti said. 
"We know that's what we have to 
do, but we 're still going to take it 
one game at a time." 
Week 6: Ithaca 31, Brockport 10 
BY JON BOTHSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
Games like this are why sophomore Josh Felicetti was re-
cruited to be the quarterback at Ithaca College. 
Operating with the precision of a surgeon, Felicetti led the 
Bombers to a 31-10 victory over previously fifth-ranked Brock-
port. He completed 1 I of 18 passes for 149 yards, three touch-
downs and no interceptions. After sitting out a year ago against 
the Golden Eagles, the !iOphomore proved to be a star in this 
year's meeting. 
"He's certainly a playmaker," Ithaca coach Mike Welch said. 
"But he certainly had a great cast of characters with him." 
Senior running back Caleb Greer-Carney was one of those 
supporting players. He saw increased action in the backfield 
and did not disappoint, carrying the ball 21 times for 92 yards 
and Ithaca 's final touchdown. His counterpart, senior tri-cap-
tain Pete Celebre added 53 yards on 12 carries. Junior full-
back Jamie Free also had an impact, with 29 yards on five car-
. ries and a 22-yard touchdown reception. 
Sophomore wide receiver Justin Esposito finally had the 
breakout game he was waiting for, catching four passes for 
50 yards and the first two touchdowns of his career. 
Esposito 's first score, on a 22-yard pass from Felicetti, be-
gan Ithaca's comeback, making it 10-7. Esposito_got his sec-
ond score on a 4-yard pass from Felicetti to extend the Itha-
ca lead to 21-10 with 5:15 left in the third quarter. After that, 
the Bombers never looked back. 
Ithaca's defense did a tremendous job in neutralizing Brock-
port quarterback Bob Darnley. The junior was held to 68 yards 
passing and was sacked six times, two apiece by juniors Alex 
Shafiro and Jeff Kasarjian. 
Brockport head coach Rocco Salomone could see the disparity 
in effort between his offense and the Blue and Gold's defense. 
"Against a good football team, we didn't come out with the 
extra intensity we needed," Salomone said. "That was the dif-
ference. They just wanted it more than we did." 
I , 
I 
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Ithaca ends first-half foul ups 
BY JIM HAWVER 
Staff ~riter 
Recently, the Bombers had been 
having a tough time taking off. 
In their three consecutive losses to 
William Smith, Houghton and Oneonta 
in the past two weeks, the Blue and 
Gold failed to 
score a first-half 
goal. 
But that trend 
Field hockey 
reversed itself in Ithaca's last two 
games. The Bombers scored two first-
half goals in a 3-2 win over Springfield 
· Sunday and two more in Wednesday's 2-
0 win over the University of Rochester. 
"In the past couple of games we 
have been playing much stronger right 
from the very beginning," coach 
Tracey Houk said. "It's been a trend 
now that- we have been coming out 
stronger in the beginning and not wait-
ing for that in the second half." 
Sophomore goalkeeper Nicole 
Blum agreed with her coach. 
"We came off the bench really fired 
up," Blum said. "We picked it up for the 
first 15 minutes and then died down a 
little bit, but our intensity was reaIIy 
there for about three-quarters of the 
game." 
Sophomore Natasha Snowden redi-
. rected fellow sophomore forward 
Kelly Palmer's shot into the back of the · 
go~l in the 12th minute of the game to 
give Ithaca a 1-0 lead. 
Junior forward Sarah Gibble scored 
the insurance goal for the Bombers off 
an assist from sophomore midfielder 
Erin McDonald with 32 seconds left in 
the first period. · 
Last Saturday, Snowden was-part of 
all three Ithaca goals, scoring once and 
assisting twice during the Blue and 
Gold's 3-2 win over Springfield. 
-Her goal against Rochester proved 
to be an the offense the Bombers need-
ed, thanks to the play of Blum and her 
defense. 
"Nicole has been playing great," Houk 
said. "She's been very strong and very 
dependable. We have been relying on her 
to play consistent, and she has been." 
The shutout was Blum's third this 
season. 
The Ithaca goaltender, who made 
eight of her nine saves in the second 
half, was pleased with the play of her 
defense. 
"We got our feet moving," Blum 
said. "We moved the ball. Our passing 
was awesome. Our forwards were cut-
ting well. Our transitions were nice." 
Senior back and captain Meg 
Hannon, who played her last home 
game as a Bomber on Wednesday, said 
that the key to Ithaca's win was its fast 
start. 
"You have to come o~t strong," she 
said. "If you're not the-team that comes 
out the strongest the first time _you get 
out onto the field; then you are not 
going to be the team walking off the 
· . field the winner." 
The Bombers, who outshot the 
Yellow Jackets 16-15, are now 19-2 all-
time against Rochester. 
The Blue and Gold start their three-
game regular-season-ending road trip at 
Elmira on Saturday. The Bombers lost to 
the Soaring Eagles, 3-1, last season. 
On , . 
·.•·····.• ··•· :· ; ··· ... · ·, 
. . .· . . . ' .. . 
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Blue and Gold clinch 
second-straight title 
BY NORIA LITAKER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The 15th-ranked Blue and Gold won their sec-
ond consecutive regular-season conference title Tues-
day after tying St. John Fisher 0-0 in two overtimes. 
The Bombers entered the game with a 5-0-0 con-
Men's soccer the Cardinals boasted a I 
ference record, while 
4-0-1 mark. Home-
!!-;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;=======- field advantage and the 
top seed in the Empire 8 tournament were up for 
grabs. 
Both teams were looking for a regular season _ 
championship and were motivated "to go in there 
and try and get the win/ junior Ted Meyer said. 
Momentum shifted back and forth throughout reg-
ulation time as the Bombers struggled to adjust to 
the wet turf field in Pittsfield. 
Junior captain Ben Visnyei led the Bomber of-
fensive charge, launching five shots at the Fisher net. 
Visnyei.'s five shots almost matched the Cardi-
nals' total of six for regulation time. 
Yet as the first 90 minutes wound to a close, the 
score remained deadlocked at 0-0. 
In overtime the. Cardinals threw everything they 
had at the Bomber net, knowing they needed a win 
to host the Empire 8 _tourney. 
The Cardinals blasted five shots at junior goal-
keeper Meyer d~ring the second overtime. 
"In overtime they were pressing really hard, push-
ing a lot of guys up and Ted [Meyer] had to deal 
with a bunch of shots," sophomore Tom Nevinger 
said. "He was just swatting.them away like flies." 
Meyer's shutout was his fifth in a row. 
The South Hill squad will play Alfred Nov. I in ~ 
the semifinals of the four-team conference tourna-
ment. Nazareth and St. John Fisher will compete in 
the other semifinal. 
The Blue and Gold handed Alfred ·a 2-0 loss on 
Oct. 11. Nevinger and senior captain Nick Acco-
mando scored in the c~ntest, while Meyer made five 
saves. 
The winner of the conference tournament receives __,.___ 
an automatic bid to the NCAA tourna,ment. 
► 
r 
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Field hockey team's got_ male 
Gordon mans the cage 
for Bombers' club team 
BY MARIO FONTANA 
. Senior Writer 
net. Most of the other rules I don't 
know, but as long as I keep the 
other team from scoring, that's the 
lt's a calm Sunday morning on most important thing." 
South Hill, and few things are stir- One day his freshman year, 
ring. On the Lower Yavits exten- while playing floor hockey in the 
sion, where the club field hockey fitness center, Gordon was spot-
team plays, the bustle of dozens ted by Megan Hickey '03. Hick-
of feet pounding the ground and ey's club · field hockey team 
sticks clacking togethlr · are the needed a goaltender and was 
few sounds on campus. desperate for help. After Gordon 
While the women splash the was done playing, she ap-
fresh morning dew about, an in- proached him about being the 
tramural softball team approach- goaltender. He obliged. 
es the field, readying for its own When Gordon stepped on the 
contest. Finally, one of the field field the first day, he said he was 
hockey players fires a shot that the a little uncomfortable. Fortunate-
goaltender effortlessly kicks ly, he knew that his job was to stop 
away. the ball, and he could do that. Gor-
"Nice save," one of the softball don relied on his own instinct from 
players says. "Must be tough be- roiler hockey to play the new 
ing a girl having to play goal." game. Senior Amanda Brochu 
"Actually," says one of his was just happy to have somebody 
teammates, "that's a dude." in the net. 
Enter Alick Gordon. "We were really excited to actu-
Perhaps in Europe, Gordon ally have somebody who wanted to 
wouldn't seem so out of place. play goalie for us," Brochu said .. 
Men dominate the game of field "Nobody wanted to move out · 
hockey over- of the field and 
seas, taking it ' ' Last vear one girl play in net. We 
to levels most J · thought it was 
\ LAURA BAUMAN/THE ITHACAN 
Americans nev- was talking trash to awesome that he 
er see. Here, would come do BEING THE ONLY MALE on the club field hockey team doesn't bother Junior Alick Gordon (right). 
however, junior me. I shut that team it." 
Alick Gordon Of course, be-
stands out be- OUt. ~' ing a male play-
cause he is the -ALICK GORDON. ing against most-
only male on Junior ly females is 
an all-female ------------ bound to generate 
team in an -female..:dominated some discomfort and controversy. 
sport. 
Gordon didn't come to Ithaca 
College planning to get started in 
a sport he had never played before, 
although he had played roller 
hockey. 
"It's a very different game," 
Gordon said, comparing field 
hockey to the other two hockey 
games. "Basically I just keep in 
mind to keep the ball out of the 
Gordon had never played on a 
team with any women, let alone an 
entire team's worth. Eventually he 
realized that the team needed 
him in order to be competitive and 
that the other members had defi-
nitely accepted him as a teammate. 
For the most part, other 
teams have been understanding of 
Gordon's presence. Most teams 
don't argue because Gordon 
plays goal and not in the field, 
where he could make more of an 
impact physically. Ithaca also 
plays other club teams, such as 
Cornell, that _have several men, so 
in those cases the gender differ-
ence isn't much of_ a problem. 
Still, there are some who still 
voice their displeasure about 
playing again;t the opposite sex. 
Gordon has heard the grum-
blings but shrugged them off 
without any controversy. 
"Last year one girl was talking 
trash to me," Gordon said. "I shu.t · 
that team out, so I think I won that 
one in the end." 
Gordon has worked hard with 
Feeling lone.ly? 
Where One Great Store Leads to Another ... 
Over 70 Stores & Shops 
Target • Bon-Ton • Sears 
Best Buy ~ Old Navy 
Dick's Sporting Goods 
Borders Books -· ~ AC Moore 
10 Screen Cinema 
www.pyramidithaca.com 
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members of the coaching staff to 
better his game in the net. Over the 
past two years, he practiced on 
learning how to cut down differ-
ent angles and become more 
aware of his positioning in. goal. 
Go.rdqn•~. \~amll\a,tes . have . 
benefitted from his improve-
ment. He now helps the team to re-
alize what's happening around 
them on the field. Instead of be-
ing an outsider, Gordon has 
worked to become part of the 
game. 
"He's a good help from the 
back of the goal," Brochu said. 
"It's hard for us to see what's [hap-
pening] on the field, so he's al-
607.273-4" 
ways letting us know what play-
ers are open th.at we need to mark 
up on." 
Despite being of the opposi\e 
sex, Gordon's teammates appre-
ciate him and all that he's done to 
ltr~ ~~ 1cr,aft of_go.s1!teqw,~g in 
field hockey. Players like sop~ho-/4 
more Emma Zack know that 
Gordon treats the game with . , 
same ·1evel of importance. as. the 
rest of the team. 
. ''I was impressed to see how 
much he knew about field hockey 
when I first played with him," Zack 
said. "He treats field hockey just 
like he treats [roller] hockey. He 
~es it very seriously." 
Warm, 
yet so cool .... 
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F U ~ shots but oµly one reached the back c;>f a ·· net. enior.,..l;)aw . one scored the . i ,< ~1-1~--=~ B~o=m::;:be= rs• only goal off a direct kick, to put -- B o·· m·. b..... e r Ithaca on the board near the end of the sec-
. ond half. 
The loss to St. Lawrence marked the 
Bombers' third straight loss to the Saints. 
RO U n d U P 
Sophomore goalie Kurstin Meehan tallied 
five saves. Ithaca outshot the Saints 11-8, but 
once again failed to score. 
The Bombers travel to 10th-ranked 
Men's cross country 
The Bombers finished fourth out of 16 
teams at the pre-NCAA meet at Hanover 
Oct. IO. 
Senior Michael Styczynski continued to 
lead the Bombers, finishing ninth with a time 
of 26 minutes. Junior Shawn Calabrese fin-
ished close behind in 11th place with a time 
of 26: 18. Junior Darren Zens and freshman 
Patrick McGreal also finished in the top 25, 
at 20th and 23rd place, respectively, in times 
of 26:43 and 26:47 . . 
On Oct. 11 at the Hamilton College Cross 
Country Invitational 8K, the Bombers fin-
ished 12th of 15 teams. Freshman Bryan Fer-
guson led the Bombers, finishing in 54th 
place with a time of 29:25. 
Ithaca will next visit East Hill on Friday 
for the Cornell Reif Invitational and then to 
Rensselaer for the Rensselaer Invitational on 
Saturday. 
Women's cross country 
The 16th-ranked Bombers finished first out 
of 16 teams at the pre-NCAA Hanover In-
vitational Oct. 10. 
'Ithaca edged out Emory University by one 
point to take the victory. 
Senior Amanda Laytham continued her 
Oneonta Saturday. 
Men's soccer 
The 15th-ranked Blue and Gold picked up 
three wins over fall break against Alfred, 
Elmira and Union to lift theµ- overall record 
to 11-2-2. 
Against Alfred Saturday, Oct. 11, sopho-
more Tom Nevinger scored his first career 
goal off an assist from junior defender Patrick 
Ouckama just nine minutes into the match. 
Senior Nick Accomando popped in an in-
. surance goal in the 68th minute of play to 
ensure the 2-0 victory. 
The Bombers picked up another 2-0 vic-
tory against conference foe Elmira Thursday, 
Oct. 16, as juniors Mike Alexander and Ben 
V:isnyei tallied goals. Nevinger assisted on 
the Visnyei goal. 
Saturday, the South Hill squad stepped 
outside of the conference to take on 
Union: The Bombers prevailed 1-0 as Vis-
nyei and Nevinger connected for a goal_ and 
assist late in the game. The goal was Vis-
nyei 's fourth of the season. Junior goal-
keeper Ted Meyer earned his fourth 
straight shutout of the season and the 12th 
of his career. 
The Bombers will return to action in the 
Empire 8 Tournament this weekend. · 
stellar season, finishing third overall with , ___ ,, .• ._,e- , men's tennis 
a time of 23:11, just 13 seconds aft 
first place finishe - . n gette 
Pi1ling furtw..,.nm~a the Blue and Gold 
0 ""-,.....,.,mishing sixth with a time of 
:37. Four other Ithaca rtmn.ers placed in 
the top 20, and all but two runners finished 
in the top 50. 
· , Ithaca also-ran at the Hamilton Invitational 
Sawrday. Oct. 11, finishing 11th out· of 
-15 teams. Junior Alyssa Tingle led the South 
~ ill squad with a time of 19:44, placing 18th 
The tea · e last weekend but vis-
its' to-'the Cornell Rei this Fri-
day at 4 p.m. 
Fi~ld Hockey 
The Bombers picked up their first win in 
two w~~ks when they _defeated Springfield, 
3-2, at Yavits Field on Sunday. . . 
Ithaca took an early 2-0 lead off ·of goals 
from senier forward Heidi Holgate and ju- · 
nior forward Sarah Gibble 11 minutes into 
the game. 
After two Spriqgfield goals, sophomore · 
forward Natasha Snowden scored the 
game-winning goal 14 minutes into overtime. 
Sophomore Nicole Blum made 16 saves 
in goal. 
Before the win, Ithaca had lost its previ-
ous three contests. After being shut out by 
William Smith, 3-0, on Oct. 7, the Bombers 
were blanked again, 1-0, against }1oughton 
on Oct. 11. 
Ithaca lost its third consecutive game, 4-
1, at Oneonta on Oct. 15. 
. Gibble scored the lone goal for the 
Bombers with 10 minutes left in the game 
after four cons~cutive goals by Oneonta. 
Women's soccer 
After losing two consecutive games, 
Ithaca bounced back to close out fall break 
with a 2-0 win·over Clarkson Sunday. 
Ithaca had lost 3-1 to Nazareth on Satur-
day, Oct. 11, and 1-0 to St. Lawrence Sat-
urday. The two Empire 8 losses hurt the 
Bombe~ in their race for a top-four finish and 
a trip to the conference tournament. Ithaca 
is now fourth in the standings, a game ahead 
of Utica. 
Sunday, two freshmen - Kara Hutch-
inson and Jaclyn Brisson - scored goals 
against Clarkson to help Ithaca back on 
track. The Bombers· tallied 17 shots to 
Clarkson's two. 
But against Nazareth and St. 
Lawrence, the Bombers once again strug-
gled to capitalize on their chances. 
Against the Qolden Flyers, Ithaca took 12 
The Bombers went into the Empire 8 
Championships at Nazareth as the No. 2 seed 
and left with their first championship since 
Fall 2000. . 
· The Blue" and Gold cruised through the 
quarterfinals, beating St. John Fischer 9-0. 
In the -serond reund, they-f~ up against 
the third'seed R1T and wori 6-3. · · · 
. in the ·.finals, Ithaca met top-seed 
Nazareth, a team whom they had -lost to 
earlier this "year· and 'in the previous two 
championships, but came out with a 7-2· 
victory. 
With the victories, senior Meghan Carroll 
mo into-first place in singles victories with 
54. Freshm ·Emt✓eba.pman extended her 
winning streak to 12 games and has 16 wins 
on the season. · 
Ithaca wraps up the season in this week-
end's state . singles championships to be 
played at Cornell. 
Volleyball . 
The Bombers went 3-2 over fall break to 
push their record to 18-13 overall. 
With a sweep of,Utica on Oct. 15 (30-15, 
30-20, 30-24), ~e Bombers remained perfect 
against Empire 8 opponents in three match-
es this season. 
Sophomore Andrea Blitz buried lo kills 
and added seven digs and three blocks. Ju-. 
nior Julie Roth led the team with 11 kills and 
posted 10 digs. 
Ithaca also split four matches in the Cort-
land Invitational Oct. 10 and 11. 
The Bombers swept both D'Youville (30-
11-, 30-21, 30-19) and Western Connecticut 
(30-13; 30-18, _30-17) on Friday. 
Roth dominated the opening match, col-
lecting 17 kills. Junior Jen Cramer added 21 
defensive digs. 
Senior Janet Hammond led the Blue and 
Gold past Western Connecticut with 13 kills. 
Roth added nine kills and 14 digs. 
Ithaca suffered two losses the following 
day at the hands of Moravian and Cortland. 
Moravian was down 2-1 in the match be-
fore ra}lying to edge the Bombers 3-2 (20-
30, 30-25, 30-16, 28-30, 12-15). Hammond 
led the team with W kills, and Roth posted 
11 kills and 31 digs. Blitz collected a career-
high 28 digs and Cramer added 22 more. 
In the afternoon match, Cortland eased 
past ~thaca 3-0 (24-30, 24-30, 15-30). 
Cramer led the team with 13 digs en route . 
to being named to the All-Tournament 
Team. 
The Bombers will return to action this 
weekend playing in the Empire 8 Crossover 
Tournament at Nazareth. 
. MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
THE 23RD-RANKED BOMBERS Improved to 11-2-2 thanks In part to the play of 
Junior MlkeAlexander·(left) In their 1-0_vlcto!Y_Ov~th~ U~l_on Dutch.men. 
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A man amoo •. women 
Junior Alick Gordon is a male goaltender on an 
otherwise all-female club field hockey team. 
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